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Notebook
The Library Mess In Fulk..-County
Vanderbilt University: Lest you get the notion
that because I am submerged in the process of learning I am not interested in the mores of manners and
morals in my own home-town, please perish the
thought.
The impending possibility that our two beautiful libraries and our Bookmobile may be lost is
proof-positive that "county goverrment is the dark
continent of American oolitics."
You will recall that it was County Judge John
Elmer Cruce who last year, without justification or
legal responsibility, bought advertising in all three
county newspapers to "warn" his constituency that
a library tax would "greatly" increase the taxes of

most from the library service.
Were this not true, Judge Cruce would never
have taken the initiative in discouraging the tax,
calling an unprecedented 'session of the court before
the general election, and then sheepishly denying
that he knew the organizers of the anti-library petition by saying only "it was a group of citizens."
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Please know here and now that I have
he highest regard for the intensity and wholesomeness of varying public opinions. But I take
a dismal view of the public official, elected to
serve all the people, who owlishly and piously
takes it upon himself to measure the long range
interests t:f our community with the yard-stick
of a few additional tax dollars each year.
But so be it! Judge Cruce and his 'cabinet"
will have another day in the court-room of public influence, and the day is a scant 18 months
away.
It can be argued of course, that the shameful
indictment of the regressive action taken to close
the praries should also be made of the more than
1500 persons who signed the anti-library petition.
True, this represents a sizeable number of our citizenry, and perhaps a shocking number of people who
clamor for industry for our tow?' on the one hand,
and then cripple a part of the machinery we must
use to get it here, (namely cultural and educational
opportunities) by voting to close the libraries.
The identity of some of these people is well
known; a small group of "prominent" functionaries
who like to think of themselves as the socio-political
"elite" of the West Kentucky area. It is no
"moneyFreudian slip - of - lip to call them
hungry obstructionists."
After the family, knowledge is perhaps the
most powerful institution of our society in its impact on what is thought by whom on what issues.
In a library, or with the services of a Bookmobile as we now have in Fulton County, some people, perhaps for the first time, have been systematically exposed to a tremendous variety of knowledge
that can significantly change their lives to the betterment of community living and responsibility.
In developing the educational background of
our children through the services afforded, in our
libraries, we are giving them an opportunity to expand their intellectual horizons and the goals they
have set for themselves in this world.
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The New• has won awards for
excellence every year it has been
subrnt.ted in Judging contests.

I could not help but get a feeling of utter revulsion when I read in a local column recently that
one individual almost panicked when it was reported that the names of the anti-library signers would
be published.
This is the classic example of the courage that
comes under the cover of anonymity. It's the same
kind of courage shown by the paranoic creature
who writes anonymous letters.
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Libraries Face Death Sentience;
Name - Removal May Be Last Hope

10c
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The Fulton County Purgation Board expected'
complete authentication of signatures on the anti-library
petition by Wednesday of this week, and will turn the
list over to County Judge Cruce for action by the Court
early next week, probably Tuesday.
The petition, which contains 1,533 names, seeks to
abolish a special library tax of six cents per $100 property valuation in Fulton County. Abolition of the tax, if
successful, will mean the closing of public libraries in
Fulton and Hickman, and suspension of Bookmobile
operation serving the rural areas. The bookmobile and a
major portion of books and equipment now in service
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New Industry, Makm9 Laminated Wood
Peoms,Announces Site In South Fulton
The City of South Fulton and the stockholders of
the Airport Machining Corporation of Union City announced Tuesday evening the location of a new industry
in South Fulton.
The new industry, as yet unnamed, will manufacture laminated wood beams for industrial and residential use and will be located on a 2.6 acre site in South
Fulton formerly occupied by the A. R. Stephens Lumber
mill, adjoining a spur of the Illinois Central railroad.
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area will be utilized by the new
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tion of a large new structure.
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to the taxpayers of Fulton County,
The seriousness of the situation and therefore the action of the Ful5
can hardly be over-emphasized. As ton County Court at its meeting
matters apparently now stand, the next week will be the final determ- •
library system in Fulton County is ination of Fulton Countians on this re,
going to close unless something matter.
drastic is done about it. The system
The Sc per $100 property valua- „
was developed as a "demonstra- tion tax provides approximately
tion" project with State funds and $29,000 a year for full operation of
equipment provided by Governor the County library system, at an
Breathitt, with the express provi- estimated annual cost of only $6•
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ward Bound program, held at Mur- Kentucky. Since the first two exA native of Huntington, W. Va.,
ray State University. This program changes were converted to dial
Mr. Boyd is a veteran of two years'
will begin June 10, 1968.
service in Louisville in 1932, Southservice in the U. S. Army with 18
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Mrs. Glynn Bushart is ticket Representative in the Paducah dissor a dance, featuring The Shaggy
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Dogs, Saturday night, November 25
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Public Relations
Post By Westvaco

Voice With A Smile
Is Now All Dial
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Sixteen "Upward
Bound" For Murray

Applications From New Tobacco
Growers Are Now Being Accepted

Eat Spaghetti—
Help The Band!

Hall Promoted By
Social Security

Dr. Woods Leaving Murray; Successor To Be Named In January

If it is possible, legally, to publish those names,
the News will make every effort to do just that. I
wonder if the Purgation Board will examine the
"anti-proposal" to determine if persons who signed
for the new levy, also signed against the levy. If
this can be found in just one instance I think we
should file a taxpayers suit to invalidate the latter
petition as well as to determine the Fiscal Court's
legality in calling in the eleventh hour session to

Tall, bespectacled Ralph Woods, for the past
twenty-two years the gracious and accommodating
President of Murray State University and its predecessor, Murray State College, will step down in January
for a well-earned retirement. Dr. Woods, often a Fulton
visitor and even an accommodating host to Fultonians
on the Murray campus, has piloted the nearby college
from a tiny enrollment to its present gigantic student
to
body of 7000, and has been "Mr. Murray College"

validate the anti-library tax proposal.

Fulton Countians for a generation.

While I write this article, here at Vanderbilt, in
the aura of learning and scholarly associations, I
cannot help but contemplate the position being taken by a great many of the business and professional
people in the county.
Are they making the usual wail "that I can't
take a stand; I can't say anything one way or anoth-

The Murray State University
board of regents Monday granted
President Ralph H. Woods a terminal leave beginning Jan. 8 and
continuing through June 30, when
Murray's longtime president reaches the mandatory retirement date
under state law.
The board scheduled a meeting
at 10 a. m. Jan. 3 to name a new
sition." During the period he will

(Continued On Page Eight)
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Fulton County.
,Completely overlooking the long range interests of our communities, Judge Cruce was more interested.in the pursuit of consent and acquiescence
to the people he thinks will re-elect him to office,
than he was to the cultural atmosphere and wellbeing of the county residents who need and benefit

bag 49c

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

president, who will take office on
Jan. 8.
After June 30 Dr. Woods, who becomes 70 years old on June 1, will
be president emeritus of the university.
The terminal leave was requested
by Dr. Woods who said he wanted
"to make possible an orderly tranbe available "to advise and serve
in any way the incoming president

PRI:7T

L'1,:71)32,3D

_

;nye
Dr. Ralph Woods

and coordinate the development
program of Murray State," Dr.
Woods told the board.
Dr. Woods, who suffered a severe
heart attack last June but has since
recovered, became president of
Murray State in late 1945 when the
school's wartime enrollment had
dipped to 565 students.
During his tenure, the student
body has grown to an all-time high
this fall of 7,017 and the university
plant has increased more than tenfold.
• The value of the campus plant,
including buildings under construction, is currently put at more than
$39 million.
Prior to becoming president of
Murray, Dr. Woods was state director of vocational education. He
began his career as a public school
teacher and successively served as
a principal, teacher-trainer, supervisor, and professor of education at

the University of Kentucky.
In 1940 Dr. Woods was a member
of the White House Conference on
Children in a Democracy, and in
1948 he went to Greece on special
assignment with the U. S. State Department.
The former district governor of
Rotary International was designated "Man of the Year" in Kentucky
agriculture in 1944. The Murray
Chamber of Commerce named him
"Man of the Year" in 1959.
Dr. Woods has also been president of the American Vocational
Association. He is the author of
three books.
A native Virginian, Dr. Woods
has degrees from Berea College,
the University of Kentucky, and
Cornell University.
He married the former Elizabeth
Harkless of Wickliffe, and they
have one daughter, Mrs. David
Varble Jr. of Jeffersonville, Ind.
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THE LITTLE CAT ANGEL
The ghost of a little white kitten
Crying mournfully, early and late,
Distracted St. Peter, the watchman,
As he guarded the heavenly gate.
"Say, what do you mean," said his saintship,
Coming here and behaving like that?"
I want to see Nellie, my missus,"
Sobbed the wee little ghost of a cat.
"I know she's not happy without me,
Won't you open and let me go in?"
"Begone," gasped the horrified watchman,
"Why the very idea is a sin;
I open the gate to good angels,
Not to stray little beggars like you."
"All right," mewed the little white kitten,
"Though a cat, I'm a good angel, too."
But aware that he must make no mistake,
In silence, St. Peter long pondered,
For his name and repute were at stake.
Then, placing the cat in his bosom
With a "Whist now, and say all your prayers,"
He opend the heavenly portals
And ascended the bright golden stairs.
A little girl angel came flying,
"That's my kitty, St. Peter," she cried.
And, seeing the joy of their meeting,
Peter let the cat angel abide.
This is the tale of a kitten
Dwelling now with the blessed above,
It vanquished grim Death and High Heaven,
For the name of the kitten was Love.
— Leontine Stanfield

The Latin University: A Political Recruiting
Ground And Headquarters For Demonstrations
For many years we have been
puzzled over the surging pulitical activities of university students in other
countries around the globe, particularly in South America.
Last year, visiting Ecuador and
touring two of the universities there,
we learned that these schools are often
the real "hotbeds" of political ferment
in the country. We would have thought
in such countries, much less advanced
by our standards, that students would
be trying mightily for an education.
Of course, many of the students
ARE working hard for an education.
We have had a number of them visit
here during Banana Festival time and
found them intelligent, inquisitive,
friendly and eager to see and learn.
But a little insight into the "whys"
of the Latin student at home may be
gained from the following article that
crossed our desk this week. The article,
from the Mid-Florida Council for International Visitors, follows:
UNIVERSITY SITUATION
IN LATIN AMERICA
"Latin American university students exert a greater influence on their
environment than do their U. S. counterparts.
"The Cordoba Reform Movement
was begun 50 years ago by students to
help eliminate excesses of authority in
the Argentine universities; however, it
has left a sense of mission that pervades most of Latin America's univer-

Thanksgiving, 1967

sities.
"Dr. Risieri Frondizi, Rector of the
Univ. of Buenos Aires, put it this way:
'A university must never turn a deaf
ear to the dictates of social conscience.
Once the university does default, then
its responsibilities will fall to the political parties, or to the press, or to the
armed services.'
"Consequently, the political awareness of university students has evolved
a tradition not known in the United
States — national parties use the university both as a recruiting ground and
as a headquarters for demonstrations.
The intense up-surge in the desire for
self-improvement,economic and political progress has increased enrollment
in Latin American universities from
246,000 (1950) to 516,000 (`60) — a
1097( increase as compared to a population increase of only 30q for that decade. Today university enrollment is
nearing 1,000,000.
"There is a new social mobility
and consequent vertical invasion of the
university, according to Dr. Arturo M.
Carrion, special assistant to the Secretary General of the OAS. He speaks of
the new mystique of Latin American
development, standing for 'a new kind
of revolution and a new kind of nationalism. It responds to a deep and moving ferment which now grips the more
experienced political leadership, the
alert technocratic elite, and the younger generations.' In his view, such ferment is a new factor which may help
the university and the state move toward the same goal."

We think maybe a little "ferment"
In this hurried world, there are may be fine if it doesn't get out of
still a few times when we pause and hand, such as it seems to be doing at
with humility and reverence recall our times as this-"sense of mission" begins
heritage and give thanks for our spirit- to permeate to some of our own schools
ual and material blessings. Thanks- in the U. S.
We are of the opinion that a stugiving is such a time. The first Thanksgiving Day was observed by the pil- dent's "sense of mission" should be
grims at Plymouth Colony after their be first and foremost to get an educafirst harvest in 1621. President Lincoln tion, and thereafter to expend his
in 1864 proclaimed the fourth Thurs- energies seeking to rise to the top in his
day of November as Thanksgiving chosen field of endeavor.
The urge to anarchy accomplishes
Day, and it has been so since that time.
Legislation is now before Congress nothing but to tear down human sowhich would shift the observance of ciety and debas, a student's thinking;
five of our national holidays to Mon- whereas the urge to become the smartdays, on the theory that this would est man his profession has ever seen,
avoid breaking up the working week serves to make him a REAL leader and
and provide five clearly defined three- to contribute real improvement to the
day weekends. Shifts are proposed for society in which he lives.
The first course — anarchy—is
Washington's Birthday (to become
IndeDay,
Memorial
to fall into; the second—accomeasy
Presidents Day),
pendence Day, Veterans Day and plishment in a profession, is much
Thanksgiving. Whatever may be said more difficult. Both must be under the
for this proposal as it affects the rest of constant, firm surveillance of an intelthese occasions, one may hope that ligent adult population determined to
Thanksgiving is not finally included keep youthful energies in the right
channels.
among them.
As things now stand, this is quite
generally observed as a four-day holiday. A time for families to get together
—schools and colleges are closed from
Wednesday till Monday. This would
be sharply changed if Thanksgiving
The luxurious passenger trains of
were just another three-day weekend.
For more than a hundred years, the recent years provided accommodations
fourth Thursday of every November to match those of an ocean liner. Now
has been the time for families to serve the rails are pampering freight in specthat reminder of the Lord's bounty— ially designed cars built to transport
the traditional Thanksgiving Dinner. particular products with maximum
Changing this day would to many speed, care and efficiency.
In the space of a few years, the
minds detract from its significance.
the
of
part
U. S. railroads have become one of the
Traditions are an important
continuity that lends strength to a peo- largest users of electronic equipment.
ple and to a nation. In these times, it Electronic computers have been put to
would seem well for us to keep as work to plan in advance switching in
terminals and yards, to schedule mainmany of them as we can.
tenance, order supplies and manage
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The Parson
Speaks
SCRIPTURE PSALMS HO,:
"Bless the Lord, 0 my soul;
all that within me is, bless
Holy Name."
UNLIMITED THANKS.
On September 6, 1620 two ships
left South Hampton, England on a
trip across an uncharted oce:,n,
courageous and religious men a*
women. The final outconte of th:3
journey was the birth of a new •,ation. The two ships sailed to l'Iy.
mouth, where they began the
and venturesome journey. One
the ships, the Speedwell, was fount
to be in bad condition and it turn, d
back, but the Mayflower ciontinued
on with about four hundred p,,:.
sengers. After a hard winter on the
bleak cold northern shores, only
120 were left of the original coin.
pany. Being devout and religious
men, the next fall, after the crops
were in, they came together to gi‘e
thanks to God for his blessings.
They invited their friends, Massoit
and his.braves, who had helped
them, to participate in the Thanksgiving service, which lasted a week,
not just one day. In the years to
come this great day of celebration
was made national and on next.
Thursday we will observe this day.
In our great America this day
will be celebrated in many was .
Some will sit before an "idiot" box,
and watch one football game after
another, some will be in the field
hunting, on the shore fishing. Some,
because of the pressing problems,
take to the bottle and stay intoxi-
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Quite probably that is right, and Durro. Here is a chronicle of the
seldom has a standard work been life and times of Casey Stengel-a fabulous story that spans half a
so easy to take.
THE NEW INDUSTRIAL STATE, century and the whole world of
by John Kenneth Galbraith. Is it baseball, from the short-lived
possible to offer a single compre- Northern Association of Illinois to
hensive view of modern economic the New York Yankees in their
By Brenda Rowlett
life and of the charges that are years of impregnability, from the
its future? Mr. Galbraith in carnival-like pre-World War I
shaping
art
basis
for
best
the
is
pression
AFRICA UNDER MY HEART,
proves that it is. He be- minor leagues to the colorful and
volume
this
method
the
is
it
because
education
this
In
by Maurice N. Hennessy.
world of advanced unpredictable New York Mets.
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develop
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THE COMING OF THE SPACE
technology, highly specialized mana
as
and
an
as
individual
child
British
a
as
Africa
in
years
twenty
power, and the five or six hundred AGE„ by Arthur C. Clarke. Sudsociety.
a
of
democratic
member
Mr.
oficial,
colonial
and
soldier
giant corporations which bring denly, with the launching of Sputnik
Hennessy eloquently expresses his Modern educators teach this point
these into use. He shows these I in 1957, the world entered the
views about the African independ- of view in their art education classfirms supply themselves with cap- Space Age. Now the exploration of
ence movement. A strong believer es to both prospective and in-serital, how the men who comprise the moon, the other planets, and
in the African's right to his own vice teachers. There is, however, a
them are motivated, how organized- even other galaxies is a realistic
place in the sun, he explains why wide discrepancy between what
has replaced owner- prospect, thanks to scientists whose
recognizing this right is the only these leaders believe and teach and intelligence
ship as the source of power in the work goes back forty years. The
sensible course for the world to fol- what is actually practiced with
best literature that documents the
low. He long since came to this con- children in many elementary class- modern enterprise.
LAST OF THE SADDLE coming of the space age—much of
clusion not only on moral grounds rooms. This book is, therefore, diand because Africa is determined rected to all adults who deal with TRAMPS, by Mesannie Wilkins. it previously known only to a limit"I start tomorrow, on Friday, leav- ed audience—has zeen brought toto be free of colonial rule, but for children in any way.
THEIR SHINING ELDORADO, ing home and friends behind. I go gether in this volume by award.
sound political and economic reaby Elspeth Huxley. This fascinat- forth as a tramp of fate among winning science writer Arthur C.
sons.
ing and admirably well written strangers." This diary entry re- Clarke.
McCALL'S DECORATING BOOK. _long chronicle of Australian life cords the beginning of one of the
THE BUCKSTONES, by Paul 1
This book tells you everything you consists simply and satisfyingly of most unusual and
courageous Waltman. When Colonel Sion B.
need to know to make your home the author's reactions to the peo- journeys ever made in modern Buckstone arrives in
Turkeytoe
more beautiful, more functional, ple, places and things that inter- times. Mesannie Wilkins, five with his charming young
daughter
more comfortable—the ideal place ested her . . . Her book combines weeks shy of her rd year, alone
almost
Prudence,
everyone asfor you to live. It is a complete the best features of a history (there and destitute, had been told by
her sumes that he is exactly as he
decorating book, streesing no single is no lack of colorful history in doctor that she had from two to
seems, a man of means who earned
period or design, but explaining all Australia), a travelog, with em- four years to live. She set out on
his title fighting alongside his
design styles from Renaissance to phasis on wildlife, and an "inside" horseback from her farm in Minot.
friend Andy Jackson at New OrModern.
book on all sorts of information Maine and traveled nearly 7,000 leans and who now wishes to reMorrow miles enroute to California.
TEACHTNG ART TO CHILDREN, about the country . .
tire. St? credit is immediately made
CASEY, the Life and Legend of available to the distinguished visiby Blanche Jefferson. Leading art thinks this will be a standard work
to
for
come. Charles Dillon Stengel, by Joseph tor, etc.
years
educators believe that creative ex- on Australia

tilirmay C©TMeir

grapher.

Turning Back The Clock—
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Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Sr., were hosts to the November meeting of the Bunco Club Thursday night, November 20, at their home. A delicious pot-luck supper
was served before the games were played.

.III0=INO• 0

November 28, 1946
An interesting man and wife team has been added
to Fulton's medical professional in Dr. and Mrs. J. P.
who have joined the staff of the Fulton Hospital. Dr. Williams will do general practice, while Mrs.
Williams will be general supervisor of nurses. Dr. and
Mrs. Williams come to Fulton from Barksdale Field,
Shreveport, La. They have one daughter.

New Technology Keeping—Williams,
Railroads In Forefront

In next Tuesday's election in South Fulton, the following candidates will be voted upon: For Mayor, J. H.
Lowe (for re-election) and Squire S. N. McDade. For Aldermen: Abe Jolly, H. L. Ferguson, Virgil Davis, Clyde
Fields and Milton Counce, all up for re-election, and
Floyd Bowen, Henry Bethel, James (Buddy) Fortner,
Aubrey Morris, Finis Vancil and Hugh Barnes. Six of
the eleven candidates for alderman will be elected.
Mrs. Beatrice Valentine and Leon Filler were honored on their birthdays, Wednesday, November 19, with
a potluck dinner in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bertes
Pigue. Guests were: Mrs. Valentine, Mr. and Mrs. Filler
and son, Bernard, Mrs. Filler's mother from Brooklyn,
N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. Howard Strange, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Kee, Mrs. W. A. Byars of Martin, Mrs. Edna Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mrs. H. W. Shupe and
Mrs Ellen Norman.
Employees of the Hickory Log and Myrick's Liquor
Store and their wifes and husbands were guests of honor
at a pheasant supper given by Mr. and Mrs. E. Myrick at
the Strata Club Sunday. Guests attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Hayden, Miss Reaccia Weaver, Mrs. Ruth
Collins, Earl Bryant, Misses Dixie and Ruelle Yates, Don
Henry, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Polsgrove, Frank Scott, Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell Kupfer and Ernest Goodwin, photo

Mrs. William McDade was hostess to the Luncheon
Club Wednesday afternoon. Luncheon was served at the
Steak House and afterwards the group went to Mrs. McDade's home, where games of contract were enjoyed.
Mrs. Glenn Dunn was awarded high club prize and Mrs.
Hendon Wright received the guest high.
HELLO WORLD: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Batts are
the parents of a seven pound and one ounce son, Robert
Andrew, Jr., born Saturday night, November 22, at the
Fulton Hospital.
Rev. and Mrs. W. E. Mischke and children. Walter
and Mary Ellen, were honored with a reception Wednesday evening, November 19 at the First Methodist
Church, given by the Sunday School and church members. The reception was to commemorate the return of
Rev. Mischke for his fifth year as pastor of the church.
He is the only pastor to return for the fifth year. Over
300 members and friends were present.
Capt. and Mrs. Carl Fortner and daughter, Kathryn, formerly of Battle Creek, Mich., are visiting the latter's mother, Mrs. Minnie Bell, and her sister, Mrs. Raymond Williams, and Mr. Williams. They are enroute to
Monmouth, N. J., where Capt. Fortner will be stationed.
Palestine: Mrs. C. B. Caldwell had the misfortunate
of falling last Wednesday night and breaking her left
arm.
A turkey supper will be served Friday night at the
community building for the benefit of the new parsonage.
Route Three, Fulton: Mrs. J. T. Hedge honored Mrs.
Jack Foster with a stork shower Wednesday, November 19. She received many nice gifts.
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will be here for the Thanksgiving
holidays on a visit with children,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Argo, Hickman, and also your writer and her
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his household. They will also visit
regular appointment at New Salem other relatives and friends in this
Baptist Church the past Sunday at area and in South Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Cot', of
11 a. m. and also at the evening
service, following the B. T. U. Knoxville, Tenn., spent the past
meeting at 6:30 p. m. Sunday week end with their parents, Mr.
School is conducted at 10 a. m. by and Mrs. Will Cook, near Bumpass'
store locality, and left for home
Superintendent Cleo Cherry.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer of St. early Sunday morning. R. C. reLouis will arrive Wednesday night sumes his duties as manager of a
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Grover milk plant there this week, where
True, where the Thanksgiving din- he has been employed for several
ner will be served. Other members years.
and relatives pf the family will be
Grant Bynum will be in Jackson,
there to enjoy the traditional dinner Tenn., Friday to the Madison Counand fellowship throughout the day, ty General Hospital for his sixweeks checkup. He hasn't felt so
as is their usual custom.
Mrs. Baton Lassiter has been in- well for past few weeks and his
disposed the past week, due to a rest has been disturbed for some
severe cold. She is getting medica- time. Everyone hopes he will be
tion at this time and we hope she feeling better very soon.
Bro. Charles Wall will fill his
will be feeling much better soon.
regular appointment at Knob Creek
Rev. Howard Miller filled his ap- Church of
Christ next Sunday at 11
pointment at Old Bethel Missionary
a. m. Bible School commences at
Baptist Church the past Sunday at 10 a.
m.
11 a. m. and also at the evening
Farmers are using every moservice. The popular pastor has ser- ment,
weather permitting, to finish
ved as a full time minister at this
the harvesting of corn and bean
church for some six years.
crop. The yields have been reportMr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and ed to be
good, some are excellent,
son. Kerry, of Tullahoma. Tenn.,
and all are thankful for the bounti-ful harvest and all other blessings
at this time.
Happy Thanksgiving to one and
all readers of this column. Give
thanks!

PRESIDENT'S liONOR CO

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butts of Fulton were among the winning
Wayne feed
dealers and their wives honored recently as members of
the Allied Mills
President's Honor Council (PMC) in ceremonies held in
the Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco. Allied Mills President Roy E.
Folck, Jr., left
confers the honors; J. E. Streetman, Vice President of
Marketing, is
shown at right extending congratulations.

TWO COAL FIELDS
Kentucky is the only state with
two separate and distinct coal producing areas—the East Kentucky
and the West Kentucky fields. 250
miles apart

Original Art
Up For Sale At
Murray State U
About 500 original etchings,
lithographs and woodcuts by modern and old master artists will be
on sale in the Murray State University art division No. 3, according to
Miss Clara Eagle, head of the division.
The items from the Ferdinand
Roten Galleries of Baltimore range
in price from $5 to $2000. Hours of
the sale are 9:30 a. m. to 4:30 p. m.
Among the artists represented
are Picasso, Chagall, Lautrec,
Renior, Rouault, Goya, Piranesi,
and Baskin.
Miss Eagle said the sale is a good
opportunity for area residents to
add to their original art collections. Visitors are under no obligation to purchase, she added.
The art division is located on the
second floor of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building.
Original prints are impressions on
fine paper taken from plates,
woodprinted by him or under his
supervision. No photo-mechanical
process is employed. Original
prints are usually limited in number.
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Mrs. Lucile Brann and Mrs.
Delilah Hastings visited with Mrs.
Sula Cashon at Fuller Morgan Hospital, Mayfield, where she had eye
The Bookmobile was at the Lone
Oak station, at the home of Mrs. surgery on Friday. She is doing
Winnie Cunningham, last Tuesday fine.
and a number of.new books were
Roy Westbrook is still a patient
left, including two by Jesse Stewart in
Veterans Hospital,
and "The Incendiary Fellowship"
Mrs. Larry Wat, s had oral
by Trueblood. Whatever your preference in reading is, you will, most surgery at Paducah on Friday for
likely, find books of that type just removal of an imbedded tooth.
for the asking. Two hundred-twentyfour books had been read since last
visit.
PACKAGES ON THE WAY
Mr. and Mrs. Jffmes Young and
Seventy-five Christmas boxes,
family have moved from Fulton to
each weighing 55 pounds, left Fula place near Sedalia, Ky., to be
ton last weekend bound for area
nearer Mr. Young's work. Good
servicemen serving in Vietnam.
Springs was happy to have them
The two-ton shipment required postpresent for church
nd Sunday age amounting to
$748.05.
School.
Mr. and Mrs. Gtis Haley and
Donna are making preparations to
move to a farm near Demopolis,
Alabama, within the next few
weeks. We are sorry to lose them
from our community.
Dewey Ainley was dismissed
from Hillview Hospital last Thursday.
Recent correspondence
from
Beula Bailey, now in Detroit, is
that she is improved from a recent
siege of arthritis. Ricky visited
with them last week-end from his
station at Great Lakes Naval Base
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Miss Scates, er ah, Stanley, Beverly Armstrong and Kim Homra make
a pretty(?) picture as they pose at the end of Tacky Day.

tired of being

Sure ... you're tired of being just another
'number ... we all are! BUT .. at the
Wonderful V7oodner Hotel, from registration
to cheek out you enjoy an individuality so
scarce today. You're YOU ... not just
another number. We much prefer the real live
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM—For Excellent Cocktells. Dining. Da-clng
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
Telephone: HUdson 3 4400
T•letype: 202-965-0506

ODNER HOTEL
30311 SIXTEENTH STREET. NORTHWEST

WASHINGTON D.C. 20010

Recent Tacky Day Reveals Hidden
Goals Of Imaginative FHS Students
From The FHS "KENNEL"
A stranger visiting Fulton High
School during "Tacky Day" would
have been amazed at the strange
shapes walking casually through
the halls. This was the only day
during the entire school year in
which the students could dress as
they pleased. Although everybody
generally followed the same pattern
(the worst one could find) there
were no two alike.
This year's Fulton High students
outdid themselves on this particular

Illinois Central bypasses
an old bugaboo

day. The costumes ranged from
grannies and hippies to Jolly Green
Giants and Nazi war heroes.
The winners were announced in
the assembly and are as follows:
first place, Stanley Scates: second
place, Beverly Armstrong; and
third place, Kim Homra. The prizes
were a Mr. Bulldog, a stuffed
camel, and a key chain.
Those receiving honorable mention were Marianna Weaks, Roma
Foster, Jane Sublette, Carolyn Allen, Marianne Crider, Thomas
Maddox, Kay Greer, Clifford Warren, James Pawlukiewicz, Doris
Bolin, Donna Wall. Vicki Vowell,
and Gary McIntosh.

hter, Kathing the lat, Mrs. Rayenroute to
e stationed.
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'68 Christmas Club
Checks in the Mail!

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
November 24: Harold Henderson,
Jr.; November 25: Mrs. Floyd
Bowen; November 26: C. D. Jones,
Patricia Ann Vaughn; November
27: Jeff Barclay, Billie Stem;
November 28: Virginia Jones,
Lynn Williamson, Mrs. Luther
Wright; November 29: Larry
Michael Creason, Allen Jones,
Mark Robey, Mrs. Finis Vancil,
Stuard Voelpel; November 30: J. D.
Boulton, Michael West, Kevin
Glynn Work.
FIRST TRAPPIST MONASTERY
The Abbey of Gethsemani near
Bardstown was the first Trappist
monastery in the United States. It
was founded in 1848.
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To '67 Christmas Club members, congratulations! Your checks are on their way to
you. But, if you missed out on club membership this year, plan ahead! Our '68
Christmas Club is open now. Be among the
first to join .. . save a little every week.. .
have plenty of money for next Christmas.

During 1967 Thrifty People Looking Ahead To This
Christmas Season Systematically Saved

Thur., Fri., Sat., Nov. 23, 24, 25
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts at 6:45
Walter Brennan

Gnome - Mobile

BRAINFARE figured the route
Illinois Central freight trains are getting the green light around
Chicago traffic congestion. BRAINFARE has broken the
bottleneck. A new faster rail route will soon speed up freight
movement between west, east and south. Credit for this bold
step goes to a BRAIN FARE task force headed by Allen Sams,
VP for engineering. Computers figured the job and our new
track construction machinery is already in action. To learn
more about this never-say-die kind of freight service, get in
touch with Howard Powell,our Traffic Vice-President, at 135
E. 11th Pl., Chicago, Ill. 60605. His phone is 312-922-4811.

BRAINFARE is ohnois rentrat's
total warfare program against
outmoded concepts of transporta•
tion. We've marshaled our best
human and electronic brains into
problem-solving task forces to zero
in on your total distribution and

.2nd at 9:00

Boy, Did I Get A
Wrong Number

new

muketing needs.

Starts at 6:45

Matchless
and at 9:00
Dan Duryea, Thomas Hunter

The Hills Run Red
— CLOSED —
Tues., Wed., Thur. Nov. 28-29-30

Get the habit of Systematic Saving and you'll give yourself a merrier Christmas next year. Join our 1968 Christmas Club, Now!

'age 4
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News From Our

ORION COUNTY

Boys In The

Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn,

SERVICE

2,000,000 MILLION BUSHELS OF
SOY BEANS

We are expecting the over 75,000
acres of soybeans in Obion County
to produce over 2,000,000 bushels of
soybeans this year and bring into
Obion County 4.8 million dollars. Soybeans are the number one farm
crop in Obion County. The average
yield per acre in our area is down
slightly from last year. Estimates
of how far along the soybean harvest has progressed in our area are
from 70 percent in some areas to
over 90 percent in the Kenton-Mason Hall area. The corn harvest in
Obion County which is almost complete reached almost 4 5 million
bushels of corn.
KEN TEN ANGUS SALE
AVERAGES $384
Last Wednesday Mr. Parnell
Charles A. Rice
2 lots of Regis/
Carrigan sold 731
SAN ANTONIO—Airman Charles tered Angus Cattle for $28,240 which
2
/
. Rice Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs. averages out to $384 per head. 141
harles A. Rice of 212 Browder St., bulls averaged $532 and 59 females
'ulton. Ky., has completed basic averaged $348. -The high selling
raining at Lackland AFB, Tex. He animal in the sale was the bull
. now assigned as a security police- Ken Ten Ambassador 13 selling for
. tan with a unit of the strategic $925 to Judge C. S. Carney, Ripley,
Air Command at Dyess AFB, Tex. Tennessee - Poling Bros., Colum'irman Rice, a 1961 graduate of bia, Term. paid $850 for the high
-ulton City High School, received a selling female. Mr. Garrigan sold
1. S. degree in 1966 from Murray his first Puritian Bull for $900 to
E. B. Pritchett, Martin, Tenn. Due
Ky.) State University.
to excellent harvesting weather the
crowd was small but the bidding
USS JOSEPH P. KENNEDY was active with animals selling into
Class
71-ITNCI—Storekeeper First
Kentucky, Tenn. Miss, & Mo.
lobert G. Morgan, USN, son of
Tennessee has a new law on the
of
Morgan
Ernest
:Ir. and Mrs.
books concerning certain types of
..oute 2, Water Valley, Ky., particioutdoor fires. It has an official
,ated in the recovery operation for
but it is commonly referred
he Apollo 4 unmanned spacecraft title,
five o'clock burning
s a crewman aboard the destroyer to as "the
law."
TSS Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr.
The law was passed by the GenThe destroyed waited on-station eral Assembly several months ago,
the
to
back-up
a
as
Atlantic
the
ir
but for all practical purposes, it is
vicific Recovery Force in the event in effect only between October 15
• d an emergency or malfunction re- and May 15. The Keep Tennessee
ulting in the spacecraft's splash- Green Association, a statewide
:town in the Atlantic.
forestry organization, sponsored the
Launched by the Saturn V boost- law.
,r rocket, the spacecraft circled the
The whole purpose of the "five
arth twice at an altitude of about o'clock burning law" is to reduce
00 miles. As it plunged back to the number of outdoor fires at
aorth and passed the 400,000-foot times when they are most likely -to
nark, the Apollo reached speeds up get out of control. About half of the
ID 24,000 miles an hour.
woods fires in Tennessee—someThe flight, designed to evaluate thing like two thousand every year
and
vehicle
launch
V
he Saturn
—are started for the purpose of
est the Apollo's heat shield, sub- burning trash or debris, or to burn
of
temperatures
to
shield
the
ected
off fence rows and old fields.
1,004) degrees as the craft re-entered
The new law does not prohibit
.he earth's atmosphere.
these fires. It does try to discourage
them during the day when they are
mostly likely to get out of control.
FT. KNOX, KY.—Thomas E. During the effective time of the
loiey, 20, son of Mr. and Mrs. law—from October 15 to May 15—
-nry E. Cooley, 924 Moscow Ave., you may burn between five o'clock
ckman, Ky., was commissioned in the afternoon and midnight withArmy second lieutenant upon out a permit. But for fires started
aduation from the Armor Officer between midnight and five p. m.
;andidate School ..t Ft. Knox, Ky., you will need a permit from the
slov. 2.
Tennessee Division of Forestry.
The lieutenant received 23 weeks
A number of Forestry Division
A instruction in preparation for his personnel are authorized to issue
'irst assignment as an armor pla- burning permits. All you have to do
:oon leader.
is to call the local office of the DiThe first phase of his training vision. If conditions are such that
as instruction in fundamental an outdoor fire may be safely startmilitary subjects. The second half ed, a permit will be issued.
A the course included training in
You can help protect your timber
tank weapons, military tactics, crops, and those of your neighbors
and
functions,
staff
and
Nonmand
by complying with the five o'clock
mit training.
burning law. If you have to burn,
wait until after five p. m., when
CHERRY POINT, N. C. Oct. 19— the wind dies and the humidity
Marine Corporal Robert T. Owens, rises. It it is impossible to wait
ion of Mrs. Hayden Vincent of Rt. that late, check with the nearest
5, Fulton, Ky., was promoted to his Division of Forestry Office to get
,resent rank while serving with your permit, and to make sure conMaintenance
Headquarters and
ditions are safe for burning.
Squadron-14, a unit of the Second
ORDER THREE SEEDLINGS
at the MaWing
Marine Aircraft
- NOW
Cherry
Station,
Air
ine Corps
A large number of Obion County
Point, N. C.
farmers have some land that is
His promotion was based on time
not adapted or suitable for crops or
in service and rank, military appastures which is not bringing in
pearance, and his knowledge of seany returns each year and should
lected military subjects.
planted in trees. This is the time
His squadron's primary mission be
of the year when farmerS should
includes providing administrative
order tree seedlings for winter deand supply support for the aircraft
livery. Tree seedlings may be orgroup's squadrons.
Soil Conservation or
The air station, home of the Sec- dered at the
the County Agents Office and they
and Marine Aircraft Wing and other
will be delivered by the Tennessee
Marine aviation units, provides air
to any place
import for infantrymen of the Sec- Forestry Service
on order application.
specified
nd Marine Division at nearby
Black Locust,
Pine,
Loblolly
'amp Lejeune, N. C.
White Oak, Cherrybark Oak, SycaPine, and Catalpa
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM—Army more, Shortleaf
$4.00 per thousSpecialist Four Roy G. Henson, 20, may be ordered at
and, white pine at $6.00 per thousson of Mrs. Nadine Henson, Route
at $7.00
3, Hickman, Ky., is participating in and, Cottonwood cuttings
per thousand, and yellow poplar at
"Operation Santa Fe" in Vietnam
lc each. Stratified Black Walnut
with other members of the 11th
Nut may be purchased at 200 for
Armored Cavalry Regiment.
1,000 for
The operation, which began in $2.00 - 450 for $3.00 or
A lot of the hill land that
November, is centered 50 miles east $4.00.
cover's the Western section of Obion
of Saigon along National Route 1.
County is ideal for Yellow Poplar
It is designed to open up a portion
and Black Walnut. When ordering
of the road which has been domithe trees you can specify that the
nated by the Viet cong.
be delivered either in NovemAs engineers clear vegetation trees
ber, December, January, February
near the road, combat troops are
conducting search and destroy or March.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
operations into the jungle.
November 28-29 - Tennessee HorSpec. Henson is a scout in
Troop A of the regiment's 1st ticulture Meeting - Memphis.
December 7 - Annual Meeting Squadron.
Henson's wife, Suzy, lives on Obion 'County Livestock Assoc.
December 8 - Ames Plantation
Route 3.
Bull Sale - Grand Junction.
Decemberd 12 - Feeder Pig Sale NAMED FOR NICHOLAS
Lexington.
The city of Nichola;ville, settled
December 13 - Feeder Pig Sale n 1796, was named.- for Colonel Brownsville.
member of
qeorge Nicholas,
Kentucky's first efsstitutional conSHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
tention.

The Festival On Review

Mr.
To(

,,TIlleaKre
TWIMOIBNIFIL,RTIMP
the past. However,
photographic supplement this year, as in
a
publish
to
was
enable
(Because of circumstances beyond our centre! the News
ordered at $1.50
be
8 x 10 copies of the photos may
from week to week we shall publish photos of some of the interesting events. Duplicate
each.)
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Fulton Rout
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day with a
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Bats
You can bet that these lassies love a parade, as everybody does. As a bright September day dawned, hundreds of people flocked to Lake Street
and environs. They wanted to get the best available view of the "best of all" parade that wended its way through the business districts of two
cities to end in the pathway to Cabana City where thousands more gathered for barbecue, sing-outs and Julius La Rosa
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group of local artists seem to indicate by their smiles. Shown above left to
You can so win 'em all, or at least a good number of them, this
of the Arts and Crafts committee of the Festival; Mrs. Bill Adams, Mrs.
chairman
as
job
magnificent
a
right are: Mrs. Alberta Green, who did
exhibi ad during the Festival.
Smith Atkins and Mrs. Jack Allen, holding outstanding art work
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Mr. And Mrs. Robert W. Davis
To Observe Fiftieth Anniversary

NOTICE TO FURNISHERS OF
LABOR AND MATERIALS TO
UNION CITY PAVING COMPANY., CONTRACTORS FOR USE
IN THE CONSTRUCTION AND
IMPROVEMENT OF STREETS IN
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE.
Noti:.:e is hereby given that the
City of South Fulton, Tennessee is
preparing to make settlement with
Union City Paving Company, contractors of Union City, Tennessee,
for the resurfacing with bituminous materials of sections of streets
in the City of South Fulton, Tennessee.

terials, or labor entering into the
construction of this project must
file itemized notice of such claim
with the original copy sworn to before a Notary Public. This notice of
claim to be received at the office
of the City Manager in South Fulton, Tennessee, on or before the 6th
of December, 1967, in order to obtain the advantages afforded to
claimants by legal statutes.
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Given Hickman Parents Page 5
The Purple Heart Medal for
Ferguson, Hilda Gattis, Myra Hast
South Fulton High
togs, David Hicks, Patricia Holla
wounds received in combat awardday.
ed posthumously to Sp-4 Mitchel L.
Honor Roll Given
Sophomores: 3.5 standing - Pa'
Kemp, was received by Kemp's

parents Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
The South Fulton High School
Kemp, Route 1, Hickman, at their
honor roll for the second six weeks,
home on November 11, 1967.
announced by Virgil Yale-, princiThe Pnrple Heart was awarded pal, is as follows:
Rex Ruddle, Mayor
to Kemp for wounds received in
Seniors: All A's - Lane Douglas,
combat resulting in his death on
Karen Taylor; 3.5 standing - Joyce
October 8, 1967. He was serving
SO HE WOULDN'T TELL
with Troop "C", 1st Squadron, 11th Forehand, Betty Pruitt, Dana PuckArmored Cavalry in Vietnam. The ett, Charles Walker.
Jesse
James
staged
a
bank
AL persons holding claims against
presentation was made by Colonel
Juniors: All A's - Judy Townthe contractors, Union City Paving holdup at Columbia, Ky., in 1872, Elf W. Birdsong Jr. of the Military send; 3.5 standing - Debra Beard,
Company or their agents, for ma- killing a teller.
Science Department, Murray State Jan Bell, Susan Flowers, Teresa

Adams, Jan Clement, Carol Coates
Scarlet Cranford, Diane Frields
Amanda Newton, Janet Taylor
Susan Warren.
Freshmen: 3.5 standing - Nancj
Bagwi'', Jackie Hollis.
It takes more than a liberal edu
cation to make a liberal individual
Smartness is never synonomou,
with vulgarity and improprieties.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Davis,
Fulton Route 1, will otiterve their
50th wedding anniversary next Sunday with a tea and reception in
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist
Church in Fulton. The hours will
be from 2:30 until 4:30 p. m., and
all of their friends and relatives
are invited.

the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
William C. Davis.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Davis are
members of First Baptist Church
of Fulton, where Mr. Davis has
taught the Men's Bible Class for
more than 60 years. They have
lived their half-century of married
life on the farm on which Mr.
Davis was born and reared.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis repeated
The couple has six children, Robtheir wedding vows Nov. 20, 1917,
ert Davis Jr. of East St. Louis, ft.;
at the home of the pastor of First
Mrs. Leo S. (Rebecca) Hutt of
Baptist Church, the Rev. E. F.
Lombard, Ill.; Mrs. Castle (PaulAdams, now deceased.
ine) Parker of Murray; Dr. Burns
Their attendants were Mrs. Mar- Davis of Kingsport, Tenn.; Mrs.
(ha Hodges Hancock and C. C. Han- Don (Betty) Lessley of Mayfield,
cock. Mr. Hancock is now deceased. and Mrs. B. E. (Patsy) McClellan
Mrs. Davis is the daughter of the of Murray. They have eight grandlate Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Hodges.
children and two great-grandchilA retired farmer, Mr. Davis is ,.dren.

Almost as good as'Tresh Perked"

Miss Carrol Schrader, James Allen
Batson Will Be Married Here Friday
Wedding plans are announced for
Miss Carrol Schrader of Memphis
and Mr. James Allen Batson, also
of Memphis, who will be married
on November 24 in the First Methodist Church in Fulton, Kentucky.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schrader of
Union City, Tenn. Mr. Batson is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.
Batson of thattanooga, Tenn.

Mrs. Robert Seifort of Union City
will be organist.
Miss Schrader will be given in
marriage by her father. Mrs. Donald Glover of Martin, Tenn., will
be matron of honor. Miss Jayne
Ann Cox of Union City and Miss
Barbara Johnson of Memphis will
be bridesmaids.
Mr. Batson will be his son's best
man. Groomsmen are to be Robert
J. Batson, Jr., of Knoxville, brother
Music for the 7:30 p. m. cere- of the bridesgroom, and Dennis
mony will be provided by Mr. and Schrader of Union City, the bride's
Mrs. Buddy Roberts of Union City. brother.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Harwood Pledges
MSU Fraternity

The following were patients in
Thomas Harwood, 712 East South
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, Line,
Fulton, has been pledged by
November 22:
Sigma Pi, national social fraternity
at Murray State University.
Harwood, a sophomore, was one
HILLVIE'., HOS:-. CAL
of 27 students to be pledged by
Mrs. Curtis Thurman, Mrs. Ron- Sigma Pi during the fall semester.
ald Grissom, Harmon Parker, J. Majoring in industrial arts, he is
D. Hales, Miss Lavelle Williams, also a member of Alpha Phi OFulton; Terry Barlow, Route 1, mega, a national service fraternity.
Fulton; Mrs. Harry Yates, Route
3, Fniton; Mrs. Virgil Covington
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
and bahy, Mrs. Harold Strong, Jr.,
South Fulton; Gary Bennett, Route
2, South Fulton; Mrs. Hazel Williams, Paducah; 7rs. Max Scearce,
Route 4, Hickman; Mont Frazier,
Water Valley.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mary Kay McMillian, R. A.
Owens, Iverson Capps, Mrs. R. C.
Pickering, Mrs. Linnie Clark, Wallace Brockwell, Hubert Bennett,
Mrs. Agatha Voelpel, Mrs. Cecil
Wooten, Mrs. Jessie Smith, Mrs.
Lillian Cobb, Robert Stallins,
James Elam, Fulton: Mrs. Clella
Fields, Mrs. John Gambill, Mrs.
Ophelia Helm, Mrs, Iva Pound,
South Fulton; Mrs. Tennie McWhetter, Mrs. Margaret Hutchison,
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Annie Leonora Jones, Irby Holder, Mrs. Hattie Anderson, Route 3, FutIon; Mrs.
Wes Jones, Janie Sue Liliker,
Route 4, Fulton; Mitchell Rielly,
Route 4, Clinton; Mrs. Clara Byrd,
Louis Graham, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Annie Davis, Hickman; Mrs. Irene
Bransford, Mrs. Pauline Owens,
Route 4, Hickman; Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Byrn, Mrs. Sandra Blair, Wayne
Riley, Dennis Pitman, Water Valley; Mrs. Helen Bostick, Mrs.
Jessie Hicks, Route 1, Water Valley; Mack Brown, Mrs. Pearl Carr,
Route 2, Water Valley; Mrs. Barbara Warren, Route 1, Dukedom;
Mrs. Lorene Hart, Wino; Mrs.
Grace Lawrence, Route 1, Wingo;
Mrs. Grady Marlor, Route 2, Rives

ALABAMA
BRILLIANT
LUMP COAL

— Low in ash
— Easy to start
— No soot
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

City Coal Co.
472-1150

h IS Fresh Perked!

The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton .up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
Full of "Fresh - Perked" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's "FRESH-PERKED" paper . . . live, newsy
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and tint means it reaches twenty-five thousand
lairs of eyes.
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week by THE NEWS
209 Commercial, Fulton.
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James R. Wells

Deaths
Mrs.Homer Ferguson

Robert W.Snyder
Funeral services for Robert W.
;nyder were held Wednesday,
'iovember 22, in Hornbeak Funeral
tome chapel, with Rev. Henry
farina. minister of the First Christ.
an Church in Fulton, officiating.
lurial was in Obion County Memirial Gardens.
Mr. Snyder, 72, died in the IIlilois Central Hospital at Chicago
n Saturday. November 18. He had
ieen in ill health for the past year
Ind had been a patient in the Chiago Hospital more than three
veeks.
He was born in St. Louis, the son
if the late Annie Miller and Henry
;nyder, and was married to the
ormer Sarah Jolley Stewart.
Mr. Snyder was in charge of
lemurrage and storage in the ofice of Auditor of Freight Receipts,
Ilinois Central Railroad, in Chi
ago, and Mrs. Snyder Was
onployed in the same office. Both
etired seven years ago and
hey came to South Fulton four
•ears ago to make their home.
-le was a member of the First
7hristian Church in Fulton and of
he Masonic Lodge No. 1169 F&AM
;t Homewood, Illinois.

Funeral services for Mrs. Homer
L. Ferguson will be held this
(Thursday) morning at ten o'clock
in Whitnel Funeral Home chapel,
with Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of
the South Fulton Baptist Church,
officiating. Burial will be in Greenlea Cemetery.
Mrs. Ferguson, 54, died Monday,
November 13. in a hospital at Independence, La., following a short
illness. Her body arrived in Fulton
Wednesday afternoon.
She was born in Fulton and was
the former Miss Mary Holly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Holly,
who survive.
In addition to her husband and
her parents, she is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Billy Ayers of
Texas City, Texas, and Mrs. G. C.
Nichols of Dallas, Texas; two brothers, W. L. Holly of Detroit and
Neal Holly of Ohio; five sisters,
Mrs. J. P. Deming of Jackson,
Tenn., Mrs. Dorothy DesJardin and
Mrs. Delton Bone of Fulton, Mrs.
Jewel Hinkle of Rock Island, Ill.,
and Mrs. J. G. Alessi of Independence, La., and five grandchildren.

ATTENDS FUNERAL
He is survived by his wife and
Mrs. Ken Preston has returned
hree sisters, Mrs. Laura Rice and to her home inHomewood, Ill., afMrs. Jesse Newman of St. Louis ter several days in Fulton. She acind Mrs. Alice Joseph of Chicago. companied Mrs. Robert W. Snyder
to Fulton atfer the death of Mr.
Snyder in a Chicago hospital and
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
remained until after the funeral.

IntSt. Louis...

THE
HILTON INN
IS A
a' -HONEYMOON
HIDE-AWAY!

II

HILTON
OM

Adjacent to
Municipal Airport
on Interstate 70

Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres ... adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honcyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a complimentary brunch for two ...and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.
al
a CALL 314-426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, or for ad
Vance. private reservations. Hilton Inn, P.O
Box 6127 Lambert Field Branch, St. Louts.

James Richard Wells, of 512 Second Street in Fulton, died Wednesday morning, November 15, in the
Veterans Hospital at Marion, Illinois.
Funeral arranger ents are incomplete at press time, but will be in
charge of Whitnel Funeral Home
and are tentatively set for Friday.
Mr. Wells, 76, was born in Mayfield, the son of C. C. and Cornelia
Everett Wells. He was a member of
the Walnut Grove Methodist Church
and of Marshall Alexander American Legion Post No. 72.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Odell
Hawks Wells of the Fulton address;
two sons, James Wells of Wood
River, Ill., and Harold Wells of
Chandler, Arizona; one brother,
Finis Wells, and two sisters, Mrs.
Callie Prince and Mrs. Vera Dinse,
all of St. Louis, eight grandchildren
and eight great grandchildren.

Horace E. McCord
Horace Elton McCord died Saturday in the Obion County General
Hospital at Union City.
Funeral services were held Monday, November 13, in White-Ranson
Funeral Home, with burial in Obion
County Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. McCord. 76, Was a retired
farmer of the McConnell community.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Mamie Ola McCord; three sons,
Billy Joe and Bobby Glen McCord
of South Fulton and Ellis McCord
of the Crystal community; two
daughters, Miss Lula Mai McCord
of McConnell and Mrs. Moulton
Gambill of Hobart, Ind., two brothers and three sisters.

Grover Dallas
Grover H. Dallas died Friday,
November 10, at his home, Route
3, Fulton, following an extended
illness.
Funeral services were held Sunday, November 12, in Whitnel Funeral Home chapel with Bro. H. C.
Allison of Martin and Bro. Glendon
Walker of Fulton officiating. Burial
was in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Mr. Dallas, 79, was a retired
businessman and farmer. He was
the owner of the Dallas Produce
Company in Fulton for forty-five
years and also had extensive farming interests. He retired in 1957.
He was born in Graves County,
the son of the late Terry A. and
Lucy Morgan Dallas. His first wife,
the former Mollie C. Burham, preceded him in death. He was a member of the Central Church of Christ.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Verdie Burham Dallas; two sons, Freeman and Tolbert Dallas of Fulton;
one daughter, Mrs. Jack Carter of
Austin, Texas; one sister, Mrs.
Vernon Cavendar of Mayfield,
eight grandchildren and four greatgrandchildren.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I

Kenneth Lee Oliver

Virgil C.Pharis

Backyard Mechanics Design
Variety Of Flying Machines

Funeral services for Kenneth Lee " Funeral services for Virgil ClarOliver were held Friday afternoon, ence Pharis were held in Whitnel
November 17, in the Union Cum- Funeral Home chapel on Monday,
berland Presbyterian Church, with November 13, with Rev. J. F. McThose magnificent men still are mechanics and is working on an
Rev. Cecil C. Burnette and Rev. Minn officiating. Burial was in making flying machines in the engine wi"i
inverted oil system,
James C. Moreland officiating. Wesley Cemetery, with Masonic backyards
and
basements of so, she said, "When I turn over in
Burial, in charge of Hornbeak Fun- rites at the graveside.
the biplane, the engine won't stop."
America.
eral Home, was in Union CemeMr. Pharis, 79, died in the Fulton
Thousands of enthrusiasts beBeloved Biplanes
tery.
Hospital Sunday, November 12.
lieve the only way to fly is in a
He was born in Hickman County, homebuiLt airplane. They design
The biplane may be commercialFuneral services were also held
in the Sparkman Hillcrest Funeral son of the late John Bell and Katie rakish biplanes, radical delta ly obsolete, but homebuilders love
Home in Dallas on Thursday, No- Gwyn Pharis. He was a member wings, and even open framework the "t WO-,N ingers." Some of them
of Mt. Moriah Baptist Church.
painstakingly reproduce World War
vember 16.
that recall the helmet-andSurviving are his wife, Mrs. pushers
restore old crop dustMr. Oliver, a native of Cayce,
goggle era, the National Geo- I fighters or
one
Inez
son,
Walker
James
Pharis;
ers and barnstorming planes.
IQ., died suddenly while on a
graphic Society says.
Fulton;
two
A.
daughters,
Pharis
of
One of the most popular models
business trip to Uvalde, Texas. He
Today's "homebuilts," however,
was residing in Dallas, Texas, and Mrs. Leslie Walker, Route 1, Ful- are far sturdier than the flimsy is the EAA Biplane. a single place,
Richard
Foy
ton
of
and
MayMrs.
low-cost ship specifically designed
was Regional Boy Scout Executive.
field; one step-daughter, Mrs. contraptions that wobbled uncerSurviving are his wife, Mrs. Frances Binford of Water Valley; tainly into the air half a century for amatuers by an engineering
Evelyn Bondurant Oliver and one two sisters, Mrs. Bessie Floyd of ago. The Federal Aviation Agency team from the Association.
son, Kenneth Lee Oliver, Jr., of Clinton and Mrs. Nettie Anderson acts standards for construction of
Many homebuilts exceed the perDallas; his mother, Mrs. Ethel of St. Petersburg, Fla.; one brother, the experimental planes and in- formance of comparable commerciOliver of Memphis; two brothers, Ray Pharis of Fulton, eight grand- spects the amateurs' work.
al airplanes. The Wittman "TailEarl and Dalton Oliver of Akron, children, several
wind" gets a top speed of 175
nieces
and
planes
the
sporty
little
A
fleet
of
Ohio; five sisters, Mrs. Milton nephews.
miles an hour from its 85-horsebuzzed into Rockford, Illinois, the
Bennett and Miss Lynette Oliver of
power engine, about 45 miles an
first week in August for the 15th
Memphis, Mrs. Frank Haskett, Jr.,
commercial airannual Fly.In Convention of the hour faster than a
of Arcadia, Calif., Mrs. Wesley
craft of similar size. One Tailwind
Experimental Aircraft Association.
Campbell of Akron, Ohio, and Mrs.
flew nonstop from Los Angeles to
Ingenious Engineering
Chester Wade of Fulton; several
Chicago in 12 hours and 11 minutes.
Mrs. Dora Cooley died in Obion
The Association has more than
nieces and nephews.
The patron saints of American
County General Hospital at Union 30,000 members in 50.states and 47
home airplane builders are, of
City on Saturday. November 11.
countries. Members design, build,
Funeral services were held Mon- and fly sport and homebuilt air- course. the Wright Brothers. The
day, November 13, in Johnson craft. Their "eyeball engineering" Lindbergh of the movement is
George Bogardus, of Portland, OreGrove Baptist Church, with Rev.
Jesse C. Ryan died in the Volun- James Holt officiating. Burial, in is in the great tradition of Yankee gon. In 1947, he flew his home.
teer General Hospital at Martin on charge of W. W. Jones and Sons ingenuity.
built "Little Gee-Bee" from PortFor example, John W. Dyke, of land
November 14, after being a patient Funeral Home, was in the church
to Washington, D. C., in 27
Fairborn,
a
fourOhio,
designed
there twelve days.
hours.
cemetery.
plac delta wing with the help of a
Funeral services were held in W.
Mrs. Cooley, 81, was born in Ohio "poor-man's wind tunnel." He
The demonstration of the reliaW. Jones and Sons chapel at Mar- County, Tenn., the daughter of the
mounted wing models on the roof bility and capability of homebuilt
tin on November 16. with Rev. J. late John B. and Nannie Baker
aircraft
persuaded the Civil Aeroof his car, and as he sped along
W. Abney officiating. Burial was in Black. She was married to George
characteristics nautics Admini.tration to amend
checked
flight
East Side Cemetery at Martin.
W. Cooley, who preceded her in through instruments in the
Stu requirements for such planes,
automoMr. Ryan, 88, was a retired death. She was a member of John- bile. The result is a plane that will opening the do..: for backyard
farmer and lived on Route 4, Mar- son Grove Baptist Church.
mechanics.
hit 200 miles per hour.
Surviving are three sons, Tillman
tin. He was a member of the Mount
Frank Kelsey, of Salt Lake City,
Pelia Baptist Church. His wife, the M. Cooley of South Fulton, John Utah, has built 17 sailplanes. He
former Miss Bertha Atkinson, pre- William Cooley of Union City and finds that eight standard tennis
Gerald R. Cooley of St. Louis, and
ceded him in death.
balls in a row under the fuselage
140 broadvitsy, South Fulton
Surviving are two sons, Douglas one daughter, Mrs. Pearl McCon- make an efficient shock absorber
Phone 1711.1161
Ryan of Route 4, Martin and Rev. o-o,A,v of MCIT1DhiS.
or a glider's landing skid.
. • Clayton Ryan of Byhalia, Miss.:
Early in World War II, an Ore- -Armstrong Inlaid Linolaum
one daughter, Mrs. Opal Long of
gon amateur, George Yates, deand TII•
Route 1, Martin; two brothers, Dr.
signed and built an aircraft entire, -Vinyl
H. C. Ryan of Dallas, Texas and
ly of Oregon spruce. His plane -Downs and McGee Carpeting
Funeral sert ices for Mrs. Ida later influenced the twinengined
B. H. Ryan of Martin; five daugh-Upholstering, Modern &
ters, Mrs. Sallie Jones of Punta Sally Killebrew were held on Sat- British Mosquito bomber.
Antigua
Gorda, Fla., Mrs. Ed Dawson, Car- urday, November 11, in Hornbeak
Mrs. Ann Pellegreno, of Saline,
terville, Mo., Mrs. John Macklin Funeral Home chapel, with Bro. Michigan, who recently flew around
- Viking 1111..h. n C repel.
"
,
of St. Louis, Mrs. S. D. Coker of Glendon Walker, minister of the the world, helped her husband
-Jim Martin Paints
Pine Bluff, Ark., and Mrs. Claud Central (lurch of Christ, officiating. build a plane She also dabble: in
Burial was in Greenlea Cemetery.
Miller of Desloge, Mo.
Mrs. Killebrew, 68, died in the
Fulton Hospital on Thursday, November 9.
8
9
She was born in Henry County,
•o
0
::•::.: •:::::
5
*
3
I
1.
ACROSS
Tenn., the daughter of the late
Mrs. Gertie Yates died Wednes- C. W. and Alice Williams
•
• Ai
Gibson.
day, November 8, in Haws Mem- Her husband, Jim Killebrew,
:•:•:
I. Compel
preJ•
r
orial Nursing Home, following a ceded her in death fifteen
Disclose
6.
years
long illness.
12. Harvested ,
ago. She was a member of the Cen10
6
%
Chisel
14.
Funeral services were held in tral Church of Christ.
15. Modified
'
the Bethlehem Methodist Church,
Surviving are one step-daughter.
1
5.
5
lz
Is
17. Sheet metal
of which she was a member, with Mrs. I. M. Jones of Fulton; four
18. Cobalt:
1 to
services conducted by Rev. Joe F. sisters, Mrs. Bert Copeland of Fulabbr.
Mc-Minn. Burial was in the church ton, with whom she made her
19. Sand hill
II 35
11
cemetery, with Jackson Funeral home, Mrs. Roxie Riley and Mrs.
20. Irish
21. Faucet
Home in charge of arrangements.
J. W. Ferguson of Centralia. Ill.,
IT.
••••••
23. Enigmatic 35
er.o.• •
Mrs. Yates, 82, was formerly a Mrs. Eddie Jackson of Tulsa, Okla.,
v.v..
26. Concept
and
one
step-grandson, Ivan Jones
resident of Route 2, Dukedom. She
38 39
- 9
28. Fish
.
n I,
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
•
:
:
:
:
.
:
:
:
:
111.11111
was born in Calloway County, the of Hollywood, Calif.
•
32. Attestation ...• •••••• •••••
*1
4i
.
0:0:•:•:•:•:
*I
45
4 ..4
daughter of the late John and Mary
35. Newspaper
:•:•:....,.••••••
A /I
Elizabeth Seay Lassiter.
directors
so
WE RENT. -.
y
f
;19::
.
0
47
36. Salts
Surviving are two sons, Alvin
••••:.•
37. Rub with oil
Yates of Clinton and Ernest Yates
Scatter
seed
40.
of Paducah; two daughters, Mrs.
Hospital beds
41. Auriculati •
e...•
.
t •
•• 5 ,
I
0.4.1
55.
Raymond Elam of Fulton and Mrs.
44. Biblical
Baby beds
:••• ye,
I
Raymond Stevens of Union City;
name
Vacuum cleaners
48. This: Fr.
one brother, Will Lassiter of Pilot
47. Skating
51. Hold in love 54. Turbulent 27. Assaler
Floor polishers
Oak; one sister, Hilda Lassiter of
29. Dutch island
areas
55. Having
53. Like the
Green Acres Retirement Home in
boundaries 30. Geological
Gatherer
Alps
49.
Mayfield, nineteen grandchildren
epoch
and three great-grandchildren.
WADE FURN. CO.
31. Replied
DOWN
Charged
33.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
1. Exercise
atom
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2. Recharged 34. To and 3. Consume
38. Ancient
Italian city
4. Accelerated
Answert, on
5. Serous fluid 311. Chinese
Pronoun
6.
monies
PAGE SEVEN
41. Mined
7. Wipe
8. Skunks
materials
9. Winglike
42. Tinge
Soaks
O.
Indian:
43.
Don't Peekl
11. Woody plant
comb. form
13. Contradict 45. Nile River
16. Scorning
48. Uncle 22. Elf
50. Nest
24. Twitching 52. Railway:
name
Man's
25.
abbr.

Mrs. Dora Cooley

Jesse C. Ryan

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Mrs. Ida Killebrew

Crossword Puzzle

Mrs. Genie Yates

FOR YOUR HOLIDAY NEEDS
VISIT THE KEG

Here's news about greater protection now being offered
applicants and members of Kentucky Blue Cross and Blue Shield

--

PUGGY

by Horace Elmo

ANYTHING?

1. BLUE CROSS COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES
WITH THESE CHOICES OF DAILY ROOM ALLOWANCES: $15- $20- $25
2. BLUE SHIELD SCHEDULES "C" OR "D" FOR SURGICAL-MEDICAL PROTECTION

BLUE CROSS and
BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Road
Louisville, Kentucky 40203
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Notification Of Members:
• All Direct, Non-Group and Farm Bureau members are being notified by mail . . they
should return promptly the application for HIGHER BENEFITS.
• Group Subscribers are be;ng notified of the opportunity to apply for HIGHER BENEFITS
through their Group Administrators.

OR, FOR INFORMATION ABOUT NON-GROUP ENROLLMENT, IF YOU
1. are a Kentuckian, 64 or under, in good health and neither spouse nor self is employed
where there are 10 or more persons, or...
1. are age 65 or over and interested in joining the Special Blue Cross and Blue Shield -65
Plan.
3. have a son or daughter reaching age 19 or marrying before 19.
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WHAT HAPPENED
PliGGY? DIDN'T
THE COW GIVE

These HIGHER BENEFIT PLANS are now available at a reasonable increase in dues.

NON-MEMBERS, WRITE TODAY! FOR INFORMATION ABOUT GROUP PLANS
if you work where 5 or more persons are employed
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THE FIZZLE FAMILY
I SPENT $4022
FOR YOU TODAY, WHAT
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By H. T. Elmo

A NEW HAT
AND SUIT!
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Former "Kennel" Editor, Ella Doyle, Named
Sales Promotion Manager Al WBBM-TV, Chicago
Ella Doyle has been named Sales
Promotion Manager for WBBMTV (Chicago) it was announced by
Bruce J. Bloom, Director of Advertising, Sales Promotion and Information Services. The appointment is effective immediately.
Miss Doyle joined Channel 2 in
January, 1966 as Assistant Director
,if Advertising and Sales Promotion. A native of Batesville, Mississippi, Miss Doyle received a B. S.
degree in Journalism from Memphis State University and an
A. degree in Mass Communica;ions from the University of Illinois.
Prior to joining Channel 2, she
was staff assistant for the Corinth-

THE PARSON SPEAKS—
(Continuos, from page Two)
rated the whole day.
Rev. Fredick Shannon, preaching
on this subject said, "The Bible is
like a melodious steeple set with
thanksgiving chimes. The variations
of the tunes are many, but the
spirit of the tune itself is one
Ilarken to the music of these
scriptural bells. They ring out unceasingly.
What are some of the ways we
can express gratitude to the giver
of all good gifts and blessings?
Hear the chimes as they ring out,
worship, prayer, offerings, and
praises unto Him.
This great American country
should make every heart throb
with gratitude to Almighty God.
Think, think, of all the natural
resources, its boundless plains, its
wide deserts, its fertile valleys, its
majestic mountains, almost an endless expanse of shorelines that
reach from ocean to ocean and beyond. We, as Americans, can even
choose the climate we wish to live
in, from the frozen waste of Alaska
to the tropical green and lush
%egetation of the Islands. Our
wealth and surplus is felt in every
part of the world. Christian hearts
and hands extend into every country.
Another bell which rings for
ohich we should be thankful is the
'church, the pillar and the basic
ground of truth. Thankful forefathers have brought it thus far Shall
we be guilty of letting her down
sapping her strength, by our indifference and unthankfulness.
The thankful heart should include
everything of life, no matter how
small; we take so many things for
granted, the air we breath, the
neosboy, the shoemaker, the native
in far off Africa who gathered the
cocoanuts for your cake. None of
these ever have their pictures on
the front page of the paper, yet
they are some of the essentials of
life. Stop! Think! How would you
get along without them today? Did
you ever think of the bleeding
fingers of the florist who has tenderly nourished the flowers that decorate the altar for a wedding, the
bouquet sent to a sick room, B1 the
expression in a floral offering at a
funeral? No, we take for granted
the work of these people who oft
times give their lives to make this
a better place in which to live.
Did you hear of the nurse who
collapsed after an operation from
sheer exhaustion, a minister who
died of a heart attack in the middle of a sermon, the jungle doctor
who died of jungle fever while trying to find a cure for it? All these
People gave their lives for the good
of man.
Thanks for the greatest gift to
man, the life of our Lord and
Savior should make us thankful
every day for all these things. Turn
your heart to God in humble
gratitude and thanksgiving, and
the golden tones of Thanksgiving
Bells will be heard as they ring
out from Heaven, glorifying the
Father and thankfulness to his Son,
for our many and varied benefits.
STOP! THINK!
Rev. M. B. Proctor

Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambulance service with 2 staff members on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2332

ian Broadcasting Corp. in New
York and Director of Advertising,
Promotion and Press Relations at
WANE-TV in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Ella Doyle, a graduate of Fulton
High School, honor student, one of
the founders of the FHS paper,
"The Kennel", was a teen-age personality on WFUL's early-morning
"panel" program while a- student
here She began writing a regular
school column for The News in the
fourth grade.
The editors of The News join her
legion of friends here in a salute to
this capable young lady. With her
rare ability and determination she
has achieved- remarkable success
in what is regarded as one of the
most difficult fields in the business.

Obion Teachers
Going To Missouri
For School Visit
A visitation group of eight persons (representing the Obion County School System) journeyed to
University City, Missouri, November 15, 1967. On Thursday the 16th.
these people toured the elementary and secondary schools in the
University City School System.
The schools that represented
Obion County are as follows: Obion
Elementary, Mrs. Huda Joyner and
Mrs. Mary Sandridge; Obion Central, Mrs. George Blakmore;
Woodland Mills, Mrs. John Heatherly; South Fulton Elementary,
Mrs. Margaret Gray and Mrs. Carlene Jolly. Also in the visitation
group will be Obion County School
Superintendent, Mr. C. D. Parr;
Board of Education member, Mr.
Harold Henderson; and the MiniGrant Coordinator, Mr. Ellis Truett, Jr.
To develop among school personnel an interest in and understanding
of the objectives and activities of
successful innovative programs in
education, are the objectives of this
trip.

Reprinted by special permission of The Saturday Evening Poet.
(0194S, The Curtis Publishing company

We are still' Pilgrims
We no longer give thanks around a
rough wooden table in a forest clearing. Our problems and rewards have
taken different shapes too, but they
are basically the same.

• PIERCE STATION

We are still making a pilgrimage, the
same search for a fuller and more fruitfu/life under freedom of religion. And
we are still thankful for the faith that
sees us through adversity and guides

By Mn, Charles Lowe
There will be a joint Thanksgiving
service between Johnson's Grove
and Chapel Hill Wednesday night.
This year the service will be at
Chapel Hill.
Clarence Roberts is home, after a
few days stay in Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Roberts' sister, Mrs. J. M.
Johnston, of the Elbridge Community, visited the Roberts one day last
week.
This writer celebrated her B3rd
birthday Sunday, the 18th. Quite a
number of the family and other relatives brought covered dishes and
enjoyed a wonderful lunch. Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Adams, of Martin, were
among the number. A lot of nice
cards and gifts, also quite a sum of
money, were received. Everything
was appreciated and thanks to all
who had a part in making the day a
success.
Luster Taylor, one of the singers
in the old Vaughn Quartet from
Lawrence, is a guest of DeWitt
Matthews.
David Long, a student at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville,
called his grandmother, Mrs. Amy
Lowe, Sunday night, wishing her a
happy birthday. He will be home
for Thanksgiving.

us on that pilgrimage.
Thanksgiving Day was named for7s'
meaning—the day that we come together to give thanks for our faith and
our full life ...and to remember the
we are still pilgrims.
This Thanksgiving Day, give your'
thanks, strengthen your faith, enlighten your pilgrimage, at your gas.
of worship.
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope Tht More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By rums Interested In This Community.

HOME AGAIN
Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr., has returned to her home, after a visit
of several weeks in Brownsville,
Texas. Mrs. Puckett accompanied
her brother Paul Holland, and Mrs.
Holland, when they left Fulton to
spend the winter in Brownsville.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

Phone 472.3951

Fulton

ANSWERS TO rt.IZZLE
(Continued 071 Page Six)
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Your Prescription Drug Store
Phone 172-1303

Fulton, Ky.

THE =TEENS BANK
Make our bank your bank

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At the store or at your door

Fulton, Kentucky

Phone 472-3311

Futton, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky.

South Fulton, Tenn.

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Green florist supplies
Dial 470-1371

Phone 336-2655

Hickman, Ky,

PUREMILKCOMPANY

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets

Greenfield Monument Works

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's nihiest and most modern
Nursing hors». For reservation eIN 472-3306
or writs 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Reza!! Store"
Lake Street

Dial 472-2421

472-1362

418 Lake Street

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Hickman, Ky.

In Operation 66 Years

'Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472•11M

J. B. M.ANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Ten-

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Kentucky Ave.,
5.2293
ofi2
e31d
Gron
pheen

Phone: 469-5414

—

Dukedom, Tenn.

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and Ramblor Dealer

Phone 472-1471
101 W. Ste* Line

Phone 479-2271

Cindy Homra And David Dunn Selected Page 8
'Outstanding Teen-Agers' At Fulton High
Two Fulton High school seniors,
Cindy Homra and David Dunn,
have been selected by the faculty
as "Outstanding Teen-Agers" and
will be Fulton High's candidates in
the Outstanding Teenagers of America contest.
The contest is sponsored by the
Outstanding Americans Foundation,
a nonprofit organization, to recog-

nize and honor outstanding teenagers. An outstanding Teenager
will be selected from each state to
receive a trophy from the Governor.
Ten teenagers will be selected from
the 50 state winners as the Ten
Outstanding Teenagers of America. Each of the 10 national winners will receive a $1,000 college
scholarship.
The local school was invited to
submit the names of two teenagers
who have distinguished themselves
in leadership, community or school
service, extracurricular or religious
activities, scholarship, sports, etc.
The selection was made by the
faculty.
Miss Homra, t'-e daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Homra, is an honor
roll student and was Fulton High
School's delegate to Girls State this
year, where she received the Outstanding Citizenship Award. She is
co-editor of The Kennel, school
newspaper, a cheerleader, member
of the Honor Society, Quill and
Scroll and is president of Future
Homemakers of America. She is
active in the First Methodist
Church and is a former MYF district secretary.
David Dunn is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Dunn, and is an
outstanding student and athlete.
He is an honor roll student, a member of the National Honor Society,

and a member of the Bulldog club.
He was a member of the 1967 varsity football team and is also an
expert swimmer, having served as
life guard at a local pool this past
summer. He is also a member of
the track team. He is president of
the Senior Class, co-editor of the
Kennel, a member of Quill and
Scroll, and an Eagle Scout.

Any person signing the anti-library tax petition
who wishes to have his name removed is requested by
the County Library Board to sign the following notice
and mail to Dee Langford, County Court Clerk, Hickman, Ky.

(Continued From Page One)

er because it will hurt my business?"
STOCKHOLDERS AND MANAGER: (From left): Murray 0. Fussell,
Martin; Harold Cavin, Martin; Marion Yarbrough, Union City; Harold
Sheridan, Martin; T. R. Burciette, Martin. Cavan will be plant manager
here; others are stockholders in Airport Machining Corp., Union City,

f—via
Funeral services for Mrs. Odie
Leigh, of Rives, Tenn., were held Acting South Fulton city manager James Hickman (left) and the general
Sunday, November 12, in White- manager of the new industry, Harold :a sin, :ompore a few notes.
Ranson Funeral Home in Union
City.
I am hereby stating my desire to have my name re- Mrs. Leigh, 72, died in
Volunteer
moved from the petition asking for abolishment of the General Hospital at Martin, Tenn.,
on
Friday.
November 10.
Fulton County special library tax. Please attach this reLeighs are former residents
quest to the petition which will be considered by the of The
Fulton.
Fulton County Fiscal Court.
In addition to her husband, she
is survived by two daughters, Mrs.
Anita Holt of Rives and Mrs. Lillian Stephens of Jackson, Tenn.,
There was delight written all the route of Fulton County in obone son, Calvin Leigh of Memphis;
one sister. Mrs. Carrie Crow of over the faces of the Mayor and taining 1,566 names on a petition to
Gardendale, Ala.; three half- South Fulton commissioners Tues- get the Fiscal Court to impose a 5brothers, Joe, Charles and John day evening at the Park Terrace as cent property tax levy for a county
Bowers of Fulton; three half-sis- they announced that a new indus- library. The petition was submitted
ters, Mrs. John Daniel and Mrs. try was locating there, and they November 6.
Hillman Collier of Fulton and Mrs. were joined by the company ofJames McDade of Grand Prairie, ficials in giving acting City manTexas. six grandchildren and three ager James Hickman a lot of the
credit. Hickman left no stone ungreat-grandchildren.
turned to do everything he could
to get them.
If initial employment is small, it
hopes to grow to 100 or 150, the THE NEWS welcomes
exprenWilliam Edgar Kyle died sudden- stockholders said. "After all", one
ly on Friday. November 10, appar- of them told us, "we started out stores from its readers. Such
items mud be siened but
ently from a heart attack.
with 2 in Union City and now emname will be omitted from
Funeral services were held Sun- ploy 240."
publication If requested.
day afternoon, November 12, in
Big industries are fine for the
Whitnel Funeral Home chapel, with
community, but so are small ones
Rev. James W. Best, pastor of the
that can grow big. Congratulations! Editor
First Baptist Church, officiating
and burial was in Harmony CemeFulton County News
Monday's "Kentucky Report" Dear Paul,
tery.
Mr. Kyle, 64, was born in Hick- stated that Hopkinsville—the "KenThe successful climax of OPERAman County, the son of the late tucky City" we mentioned in last
TION SANTA CLAUS brings us to
William T. and Nancy Churchill week's Goodyear story—reportedly the
many people who must be
Kyle. He was a retired Illinois Cen- lost the giant Goodyear plant to thanked
for their special efforts on
tral Railroad Clerk. He made his Obion County because the city was this project.
1
2 million gallons
home with his sister, Mrs. Roxie unable to provide 4/
Please
accept our sincere thanks
of water a day for Goodyear operaStallins on Route 4, Fulton.
for the fine coverage and encourIn addition to Mrs. Stallins, he tion. This may be true, but an ofagement you gave to this communiis survived by another sister, Mrs. ficial source in Union City told us
ty project on behalf of our ServiceIvie Rater of Clinton; two nephews, last week that Goodyear really
men in Vietnam.
Raymond Stallins of Route 4, Ful- favored underground water wells
Thank you for the pictures and
ton and Louis Kaler of Clinton, and providing water at a constant yearstories you carried in your weekly
one niece, Mrs. Frances Taylor of round temperature, rather than the
papers and for the special edition
reservoir type at Hop'town.
Clinton.
And--throughout this entire area and papers to be included in the
we are blessed with abundant un- boxes.
Without your help we could never
derground water with high purity,
which today is a REAL asset, say have completed the work needed
Funeral services for Mrs. Ruby the industry-locating firms. Around to bring this project to it's successHogg will be held in Hornbeak Fun- here we take water for granted,— ful end.
Sincerely,
eral Home chapel at two o'clock we have rivers on three sides of us
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Dixon
Sunday afternoon, November 26, —but in much of the nation water
For
with Rev. George Comes, minister availability is getting to be a real
OPERATION SANTA CLAUS
of the First Methodist Church, of- headache.
ficiating. Burial will be in Greenlea
We even bottle ours and send it
Cemetery.
to Vietnam.
Oklahoma, Nov. 14
Mrs. Hogg died Wednesday mornDear Editors:
ing, November 22, in a rest home
That new building going up alongDon't feel too bad, just look what
at Cheyenne, Wyoming.
side Johnny Bard's service station
The former Miss Ruby McDade, on Broadway Street in South Fulton Texans are thinking of their
she was the widow of William Cal- will soon house the new TEMCO "Favorite Son". Just returned from
vin Hogg and formerly resided in store. The old one, down the street down there; they had a hot election. Glad to see dear old Ky. wakFulton, moving to Cheyenne a few a few blocks, burned recently.
ing up and getting in the right colYears ago to live with her son,
umn. I do not think it is the party,
James Ewing Hogg. She was a
Youthful enthusiasm that prompt- but the man,
who is causing the
member of the First Methodist ed the spray-paint-lettering of
the trouble. Regards to both of you.
Church in Fulton and taught the sides of several buildings here
prior
—
An old Fultonian
Susanna Wesley Sunday School to the Fulton-South Fulton
game (Ed's note: With the above letter
Class for a number of years.
recently, went a bit too far. On was enclosed
a copy of the Sunday
In addition to her son, she is some surfaces, the paint
is almost Nov. 12 DALLAS MORNING
survived by one daughter, Mrs. impossible to remove, and in
any NEWS, with the heading "GOP
Margaret Pratscher of Chicago event, is expensive to
do so. The Inroads Indicated in Early Voting"
and seven grandchildren. She was next time such a thing
happens, we outlined in red.).
a sister-in-law of W. L. Carter of think that a determined
search
Fulton.
should be made for the offenders,
Friends may call at the funeral and make them remove
it.
home after ten o'clock Saturday
As we pause this week to take advantage of that
morning, November 25.
"Katherine Peden may run for
Senate" says a Wednesday mornholiday we call Thanksgiving, we at Southern Bell
KENTUCKY FIRST
ing headline datelined Frankfort.
Kentucky initiated the practice of She would run against Thruston
would like to take this opportunity to wish all our
Sherman Walker, Route 1, Fulchoosing a State bird, says the Na- Morton next year.
ton, has been pledged by Alpha
tional Geographic Magazine. The
To
our
notion, she would he top- Gamma Rho, national social fraterfriends and customers a happy and prosperous
State bird, adopted in 1926, is the notch for the
job. She has tremen- nity at Murray State University.
Cardinal.
dous drive, dedication to purpose ..
Thanksgiving Day.
Walker, a sophomore, was among
and a great record as Commission- seven students to pledge Alpha
BIG OPENING
er of Commerce to back it up for Gamma Rho during the fall pledgRON LAIRD AND YOUR FRIENDS AT
Mammoth C a v e, discovered the record.
ing program. The pledge class will
around 1800, was opened to visitors
be installed into the active chapter
SOUTHERN BELL
shortly after the War of 1812.
in about eight weeks.

Edgar Kyle

The Cayce Woman's Society of
Christian Service met in the home
of Mrs. James McMurry, with
eleven members and one visitor
present.
The meeting was called to order
with prayer by Mrs. Clyde Linder.
The program, "Launch Into Action," a pantomime, was presented
by Mesdames Buford Bennett,

James McMurry, Robert Crump,
John E. Cruce„ Roy Wade, Wilson
Fowler, Charles Linder and Elbert
Austin. Mrs. Clyde Linder finished
the book, "That The World May
Believe."
A short business meeting was
held following the program.
The December meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Clyde Linder, with Mrs. Charles Linder as
leader.

As you well know I have always had a violent
antipathy towards the individuals who shirk the
head-splitting and the blood-letting that comes with
community leadership.
The closing of our libraries would set our county back a hundred years. It is our obligation at this
time to be vocal, outspoken, and to identify with our
opposition to this action. Our final obligaton as
adults is to be leaders with vision, not just the anticipation of tomorrow's actions, but the cation oftomorrow's future.
Let's publish these names!
In closing I might say that if I have been rhetorical and vehement in the matter that would close
our libraries, I just want to say that I have more
than a passing interest in seeing the libraries stay
and keep growing. There are a hand full of people
who know how the original grant came about. There
is no need to be reminded.
But one thing I will do in the matter of remembrance . .. "it is much easier to recite courage than
it is to live it."
Lny boy in Vietnam will tell you that!
About that campaign! You will recall that I
promised, in an earlier column that I would do a
series of articles on the results and the impact of the
.recent gubernatorial elections in Kentucky. Paul's
comment, and the comments from other Kentucky
newspapers, would make any appraisal I might
make clearly redundant and repetitious.
In a brief summation I will relegate this political event into the annals of Kentucky's history by
saying that Henry Ward could be the governorelect today if:
(a.) His campaign had not been so sadly lacking
in the all-important ingredient of "timeliness" in his
campaign strategy, I. e.; appeal to youth, appeal to
our contemparary urban society; concentration appeals on new ideas and programs.
(b.) His campaign had not lacked enthusiasm,
diversity, whole-hearted party support, and even
loyalty to the candidate himself and to the candidate's benefactors.
(c.) If his coterie of close advisors had not made
it abundantly clear that the Administration "outs"
would stay out and the Administration "ins" were
going to stay in, safely ensconced in their tyrannical
little dynasties of self-interest and self-protection.
Indeed Henry Ward should have been governor. He would have been a superb governor. But
Henry Ward fell prey to the polls, politics and personalities.
The past is prologue! Louie Nunn will be governor of the Commonwealth for the next four years.
At best he will have a difficult time, what with a
Legislature and some members of his cabinet not of
his own party and perhaps philosophy.
Though it has been said that politics is the continous exercise in the logrit of ambiguity, it remains
for those of us interested- in the welfare of Kentucky and the Nation to glse the next governor our
support and assurance that, when called upon, to assist him in the continuing hopes we have for progress and continuity in government.
And therein rests the vitality of the two-party
system in politics and the essence of our freedom to
choose—and thus help to preserve the blessings of
liberty to ourselves and our posterity.

Distilled higher to mellown
Dee -char,harre
The only "Mellow M
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.

Kentucky Straight Bourbon, to Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In•Bond.
• Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
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By DON WALKER
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
Although politics and politicals
are at best unpredictable, it is
as sure as anything could be at
this point that Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt means it when he says
that after Dec. 12 he will become a "country lawyer" again
—for the time being.

Sun-Democrat
Political Analysis

UNCAY

There is little doubt, either,
the young governor (42) will
seek office again. But it almost
certainly won't be as soon as
the race for the U.S. Senate
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60 RAMBLER American,
straight shift
63 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, automatic, local
car
63 CHEVROLET Eclair, 4-door,
automatic
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
sir and power; low mileage
61 OLDSMOBILE F.85 station
wagin; automatic; clean
61 PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
60 FALCON
60 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
60 FORD 4-door sedan
60 CHEVROLET Station Wagon
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
car
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SPECIAL PRICE!

$3.95 PANEL
BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC.
Phone 472-1434

Fulton, Ky.

GOV. EDWARD BREATHITT
to his family" to take up his law
practice again, not only for financial reasons but also so that
he can spend more time with
his wife and children. He says
he has found it difficult as governor to spend even the Sundays
with his wife and children.
As far as his law practice
goes, he even plans to expand
it by opening an office in Louisville.
Financially, Breathitt feels he
cannot afford to stay in politics
for the moment. But age-wise,
he can afford to wait.
He could even wait six years
to run for Morton's seat the
next time it comes up. He'd be
only 48 then, rather young as
senators go.
Admittedly, there are some
good political reasons for
Breathitt to take a vacation
from politics.
But his rating with the public
at-large is not necessarily one
of them.
Reports.of the governor's supposed unpopularity may have
been over-estimated. As a matter of fact, the national polltaker who attempts to measure
public opinion among Kentucky
citizens claims that Breathitt
has maintained a prett) good
"job rating" with the people.
The pollster says Breathitt is
consistently rated as doing a
good fob by more than half the
people.
Timingis important to any
political denture. For the moment, at least, It would not
seem likely expedient for any
highly-regarded Democrat to
stick out his neck too far in
1968.
On the other hand, Breathitt
next year might find himself
In a position similar to former
Gov. Bert Combs' when this
past governor's -race came up.
Combs was under terittic pressure to run again. He obviously
didn't want to, and finally found
an "out" by accepting a federal
judgeship.
Breathitt is the Democrat
strongman on the horizon. He
3r0•Ibly will be urged by many
.0 run for the senate seat.
However, he will not seek an
xit by accepting a federal appointment, if recent events- are
any measure. It is reliably reported that the governor has already turned down a high-level
job in the U.S. Justice Department.
Of course, the political climate
ould change. There are rumors
that Morton might retire. Also,
President Johnson may suddenly
become a highly popular president, making the race for sen
ator in Kentucky seem much
more attractive to a strong potential political contender like
Breathitt.
But Breathitt seems determined to return temporarily to
private life,
For instance, on a plane trip
to Washington recently the governor seemed almost jubilant
about his prospects of leaving
office—even though his friend

Chicago 4-H Club Congress
Next Step For Kentuckians

Murder Suspect
Signs Waiver

Four Kentucky 4-H Club members who fulfilled the club
motto-To Make the Best Better-have discovered there can
be a payoff in those words.
They soon will pack their
bags and head for the National
4-H Club Congress in Chicago,
Nov. 26-30. The four will receive expense-paid trips as state

Logan Jackson, suspect in the
rifle slaying of a Bolivar man
near Fulton Monday afternoon,
today signed an extradition
waiver and will face murder
charges in Fulton County, Ky.
Fulton County Sheriff
Buck
&fences said Jackson, 44, will
be returned to the county all at
Hickman.
Jackson, who reportedly has
been living recently at various
places, including Yorkville,
Trimble and near Obion, is
charged in connection with the
fatal shooting of George
A.
Francis, 43. The body of the
slain man was found late Monday afternoon fully clothed on a
bed in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Gliciewell who live on the
Middle Road, about three miles
west of Fulton. Francis had been
shot one time in the iezi temple.
The suspect appeared at the
office of Upton County Sheriff
Bob McCowan about 9 a. m.
Tuesday and surrendered. Sheriff McCowan said Jackson was
drunk when he surrendered and
was booked here on a drunkenness charge until the murder
warrant from Fulton County ar-

Powell

Miss Shuppert

Corydon, who also attended the
1966 Chicago congress; Wanda
Samples, 17, of Clinton; Jonnirae Shuppert, 16. of Kevil, and
David Clements, 16, of Waverly.
They were named winners by
the Cooperative Extension, Service and will join 1,650 other
youths at the 4-H Congress.
The four will also be eligible

Miss Samples

award winners in 1967 club programs.
They are Greg Powell. 18, of
and political ally, Henry Ward,
will ”nt be able to succeed him_
In an expansive move,
Breathitt almost shouted, "It
feels good to be loose and free
again." But he did not mean he
will be out of politics all together.
He talked of ways he intend:
to work to shore up the saggini
Democratic party in Kentucky.
He particWarily wants much
more emphasis on involving
younger men and women in
party affairs.
"I'm going to work as one
individual (to rebuild the
party)," he said.
He jokingly spoke of forming
"a new faction" and carried the
joke further when he sought to
enlist the other three persons
oboard the small aircraft to join
him in the cause.
The governor was kidding
about forming a new faction,
but the zeal with which he spoke
was not pretended.
He seemed the fiery Breathitt
who astounded an up-until-then
doubtful audience in Louisville
with a stunning speech more
than four years ago when launching his campaign for governor.
Relaxed, but at the same
time enthusiastic, Breathitt may
be off the campaign trail. But
it appears that his spirit may
be active in evangelizing flagging Democrats for the next
few years.
He is still chairman of the
Christian County Democratic
Party and will be a national
party committeeman for another
year.
There is a lot of party leadership left in this lame-duck governor, who shows no signs of
flight for office soon, but is
certainly no dead duck.

Clements

for $500 college scholarships,
that their sponsors will award
to national program winners
during the meeting.
Powell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Powell, was named the
top boy winner in the achievement program.
A freshman at Western Kentucky University, he will be the
guest in Chicago of the Ford
Motor Company Fund. He attended the 1966 congress as the
state entomology award winner.
Powell has been the Henderson .County public speaking
champion for the last three
years. He won three gold medals in photography competition
and is a junior leader. He was
chairman of a 4-H project to
restore the weed-infested area
near the Albert B. Chandler
monument at Corydon.
Miss Samples, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. _R. N. Samples,
won the home management
award, and will go to Chicago
as guest of Tupperware.
"The real test of my (home
management) ability came when
mother became ill," she said.
"Doing the housework, meal
planning, cooking and laundry
plus school work and preparing
for Christmas was quite a task."
With 4-H know-how, she did it.
Her knowledge of food increased from making brownies
to fixing complete meals for the
family.
Miss Shuppert, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Shuppert,
rode to top honors in the horse
program on her Quarter Horse,
"Snappy Fisher," and pony,
"Padoodle."
She trained both animals after helping organize "The 5-H
Riding Club." She sold watermelons at a roadside stand to
get money to buy her pony.
Merck di Co., Inc. donated the
trip. Miss Shupper was queen
of the Ballard County Youth
Fair. She has won three county
and two district 4-H Horse project awards.
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next year for the post held by
Rep. Sen. Thruston B. Morton.
Breathitt's reasons for retiring
temporarily from politics are
both political and personal. But
mainly they're personal.
Despite what some people
think, few public officials leave
office in good financial shape—
if they are honest. And no one
has challenged Breathitt's
honesty.
The truth is, Breathitt is in
debt. Like most men with young
families, he has a mortgage on
his home in Hopkinsville where
he will soon take up residence
again.
If you check with a Frankfort
bank, you'll also learn that the
governor has a relatively small
personal loan, which will fall due
soon.
His only financial holding is a
one-third interest in a Ft. Campbell radio station, which was licensed before he became governor.
Like many other parents, he
sees more expenses around the
bend. One daughter is ready for
college next year. Another will
be of college age the following
year. Breathitt also has two
younger children.
The governor feels he "owes it
q1F/M/411I.I/HIFIAI

THE NEWS
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SHOP

Home of the FINEST SANDWICHES and
Shakes - Sundaes - Strawberry Short Cakes
soft - Serve Ice Crean!
— Phone 472-3E57
Call in service
Wham
Your Business Thank You, Billy
Gilbert
Is Aporeciat

rived in Union City.
Sheriff Menees said Jackson
will be given a preliminary hearing on the murder charge after
he is returned to Fulton County.
The suspect has not been cluesHoned, Sheriff Menees added.
The Fulton County
officer
said two persons went to the
Gliciewell house "accidentally"
Monday afternoon "and reported
to Deputy Sheriff B. W. Bethel In
Fulton about the situation they
had stumbled upon.
"The witnesses said they saw
the Glidewells, whom they knew,
a wounded man they dide't know
lying on a bed and another man
they didn't know holding &rifle,"
the sheriff added.
Deputy Bethel notified Sheriff
Menees and both officers went to
the Glidewell home about 6 p.
"I went in the back door and
the deputy through the front
door," the sheriff related. He
said both Mr. and Mrs. Glidewell were intoxicated, the man on
the bed was dead and the other
man was not present.
"There were 10 to 15 empty
wine and whisky bottles in the
room," Sheriff Menees said.
Later the Glidewells told Sberiff Menees that Francis had been
shot by Jackson. The sheriff
said the Glidewells told him there
had been no argument awl that
they didn't know why the shooting
occurred.

Clements, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Clements, has been the
Union County tractor champion
for three years. He is a junior
leader and has stressed safety
to younger members.
Standard Oil Company (Ky.)
will sponsor his Windy City trip.
He learned to make repairs and
properly maintain tractors. He
attended the recent 4-H Citizenship Short Course iji Washington, D.C.
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THIS WEEKS

KEY VALUE

•
'

Boxed
Christmas Cards
Reg. $1.501
25 Cards, all same
design
— 10 Designs To Choose

63c Box

Ben Franklin
202 Lak

Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Mone
NOT A SALE!
Just.Every - Day Low Prices!
NO TRADE-INS NECESSARY
$59.95
Love Seat, Vinyl covers
$39.95
Recliners
$27.95
Cedar Chest
$12.95
Metal Utility Cabinets
$ 9.95
Baby Bed Mattresses
$4.95 and up
Hassocks
___ _
$37.50
5 - Piece Dinette Suite
$24.50
Salem Maple Chest of Drawers
$37.50
Swivel Chairs, Vinyl Covers
$19.95
Two End Tables and Coffee Table Set
$97.5Q
3 - Piece Bedroom Suite
$109.95, up
Large Selection Maple Dinette Sets
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
NO MONEY DOWN; UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY;
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH.

G&H Discount Furniture
4th and Ky.Ayes. Fulton, Ky.

Tonight:Will You GetSeven TV Channels?

f sot, It y 'of.
Several Hundred Cable
TV Subscribers MI

4721424

TWO FOR ONE SHOE SALE,
FREE-BUY ONE PAIR AT THE REGULAR LOW PRICE, GET ANOTHER OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

To 14
sews SizesSizes
o
016111S
SizesTo 4

PROOF

$155
1/2 PT
OF

4.
•

DOES NOT INCLUDE
ENTIRE STOCK

BAY

1

STARTS FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 24

1

ALL
SALES FINAL i
No Lay Aways, Exchairs or Refunds

FAMILY SHOE STORE Fulton, Ky.

Fulton, Ky

Fulton Changes
lode
Ordinances

Dr. Hutcherson
Opens Dental
Practice

Dresden welcomes a new
professional man to the community.
Dr. Richard D. Hutcherson.
D.D.S.
needs no introduction as he opens his Dental
'office on the northeast cornet
of the square.
Dr. Hutcherson is a 1966
graduate of the University of
Tennessee, College of Dentistry. Since that time he has
completed an internship in
conjunction with the University of Missouri in the Missouri Division of Health.
The dental office will be
closed on Monday and open for
appointments from 8:30 until
5 Tuesday through Saturday.
The office phone number is

364-2913.

Claridge To Build
Addition
MEMPHIS
- Officials of
the Claridge Hotel in Memphis
announced Wednesday a $1.5
million motor hotel addition and
parking garage will go under
construction Monday, with completion expected next May.
The parent organization of the
hotel, Main Motel Corp., intends
the expansion to be a 14-story
building with nine floors of parking space and five floors of
rooms.
In the mid-19'70's, the firm
says it intends to build 10 more
floors atop the addition to give
it a total of 180 rooms. That
move will come after the opening of a new interstate highway
bridge over the Mississippi
River.

DRIVE-IN
_THEATRE
UNION CITY FULTON III-WA,

TWO ADULT SHOCKERS
NOW SHOWING THRU FRI.
They Called Her

RICH TRASH!!!!
Lana Turner as
"MADAM X"
.m04

She Loved Him
Only To LOGE HIM '
Jean Seberg
'MOMENT TO MOMENT'
SAT & SUN. NIGHTS
DOUBLE ACTION
"YOUNG FURY"
Starring
"RORY CALHOUN
"GIRLS GIRLS
GIRLS"
Starring
ELVIS

Dial- 472-1651

FULTON
Now thru Saturday
Continuous Showing
Thanksgiving Day!
NG Newts A kdi &mad inne Winkled Nadas

(A)

LEE MARVIN
POINT BLANK"

row.

Sunday thru Wednesday

The story
that
0/149-11
separates
the girls
from the boys!
,WON,
NOW.0,
A

"Shrapnel" From Tires
Speeding along a gravel road, a
motorist drove over a little pile of
loose stones. One of the stones
squirted sideways. crashed through
the windshield of an oncoming car,
and injured the other driver.
After litigation, the first motorist
was held liable for the mishap. The
court said that, in view of his speed
and the condition of the road, he
should have forseen the likelihood
01 hurling "shrapnel" from his tires.
The case illustrates an important
principle: a motorist must be alert
not only to the general danger of
collisions but also to the special
dangers that arise from the speed,
weight, and make-up of the car.
Here is how legal liability resulted when a car became:

I) A Booby Trap-A man left
his old jalopy, with gasoline still in
the tank, on a vacant lot whera children often played. One day a boy
clashed two rocks together near the
opening of the tank, causing a
spark that set off an explosion. For
the resulting injury to the boy, the
car owner had to pay damages.
2) A Battering Ram - A man
parked his automobile on a slope,
pulling his brakes only half tight.
In his absence the car began rolling_downhill, and finally crashed
through the plate glass window of
a store. Here too the motorist was
held responsible.
3) A Bone ('usher-Picking up
a neighbor's small son, a motorist
slammed the door shut without
warning-and without giving the
child enough time to get his hand
out of the door's way. Result: broken bones, and legal liability imposed on the motorist.
4) A Heart Stopper-Rounding
a corner, a man drove straight at
a woman pedestrian crossing the
street. Although he did manage to
stop just in time, the woman fell
down in sheer panic, suffering painful injuries. Again, liability for the
motorist. As one judge warned, in
describing the rights of the pedestrian:
--- "His -right-of-way is not to be
measured in fractions of an inch
nor tested by split seconds. He is
entitled not to just as much space
as his body, clothes and buttons
require, but to as much as will
afford him a safe passage. The pedestrian's heart, as well as his body,
should be free from attack."
In short, today's automobile can
play many roles in inflicting harm.
The car owner bears a responsibility that is not only heavy but diversified as well. It is the law's way of
facing up to the less pleasant realities of the automobile age.

James R. Wells,
76, Fulton, Dies
In Marion, Ohio
FULTON, Ky., Nov. 15—James
Richard Wells, 76, Fulton, died
Wednesday morning at Veterans
Hospital in Marion, Ohio.
Born in Mayfield, Mr. Wells
was a member of Walnut Grove
Methodist Church and the American Legion.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Odel Hawks Wells; two sons,
James Wells, Wood River, Ill.,
and Harold Wells, Chandler,
Ariz.; a brother, Finis Wells, St.
Louis, Mo.; two sisters, Mrs.
Callie Prince and Mrs. Vera
Dinse, St. Louis, Mo.; eight
grandchildren and eight greatgrandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete. The body is at Whitnel Funeral Home in Fulton.

Kenneth L. Oliver.
Former Fulton
Resident, Dies
FULTON, Ky., Nov. 15—Kenneth Lee Oliver, 53, of Dallas.
Tex., and formerly of Cayce Ky.,
died suddenly while on a business trip in Uvalde, Tex.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Evelyn B. Oliver; a son, Kenneth Lee Oliver Jr., Dallas,
Tex.: his mother, Mrs. Ethel
Oliver, Memphis, Tenn.; two
brothers, Earl and Dalton Oliver,
Akron, Ohio; and five sisters,
Miss Lynette Oliver and Mrs.
Milton Bennett, both of Memphis; Mrs. Frank Haskell Jr..
Arcadia, Calif., Mrs, Chester
Wade. Fulton. and Mrs, Wesley
Campbell, Akron, Ohio.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 10 a.m. at Sparkman Hillcrest Funeral Home in
Dallas, Tex., after which the
body will be returned to Fulton
for burial. Services in Fulton
will be held Friday at 2 p.m. at
Union Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Burial will be in Union
Cemetery.
Hornbeak Funeral Home in
Fulton will be in charge of arrangements.

Medical Auxiliary
To Have Style Show
FULTON, Ky., Nov. 18—The
auxiliary to the Fulton County
Medical Society is making plans
for its annual style showluncheon to be held at the Derby
Restaurant Dec. 7 at 12:30 p. m.
Any of the doctors' wives in
Fulton will have tickets to sell.
This event is held to make a
scholarship loan available to a
young student in Fulton County
or South Fulton, Term., for a
nursing education or study in
some allied field of medicine. .
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FAMILY GAMES
TWISTER — the stocking-foot game
that's fun for everyone. An indoor OF
outdoor game.
KRESKIN'S ESP—a new game where
players explore the intriguing world of
Extra Sensory Perception. By Milton
Bradley. Rig price $4.98 each.
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HANDS DOWN-The action comes a mile a minute .
a laugh a second Before you know it, everybody's
slap-happy' KABOOM-The game that dares 2-6 people
to break the balloon barrier Both games come cornplete with all materials. By Ideal Toy. Reg price $549
ea
special
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MARVEL THE GALLOPPING
MUSTANG
...This 25 Mustang realia aioues
Made of rugged high impel plan
tic in desert tan To operate, Ant
mount up and sit down Doaiplete
with removable plastic saddle
and a pair of adjustable size
spurs By Louis Mart eel/. price
$1995

yew
choice

special 9388

$313 se.
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7 FT.
SCOTCH
PINE TREE

Spacd '
11°4

Fire resistant ;
limbs and branch
es so beautifully
arranged that It's pa
almost impossible
to distinguish
them from natural pines. Includes
heavy duty red
and green stand.
Easy to set-up
and take down
By Consolidated
Novelty. Reg
price Ste 95

DOLL CARRIAGE
AND STROLLER
STROLLER—sturdy, with big,
roomy shopping bag for marketing, adjustable canopy, tubular
steel handle, spoke whoela and
brake. DOLL CARRIAGE—bat like
Mother's! Made of a beautiful
quilted vinyl with adjustable
hood and visor. Tubular handle,
spoke wheels and brake. By g
Welsh Co. Reg. price $7.98 ea.

special $1388
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Eleetri(
-,9 Cup 1
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speed
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Magic
Magic_
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Solid S

BABY'S HUNGRY
A true life-like doll! She really chews and
drinks. Her eyes move around as she
eats and her lips move as she chews
Complete with accessories Batteries
not included. By Mattel Reg price
$19.98.

Magazi
Smoke]
Pole 1L.:
liassoe
.-27" Wi
Bed
PiIherg
-.5:Draw
_Large
Maple

Pool i
Boys
Large

$;55

mice- eo ea.
falid2eallieleeleaMlUnelen

TALK 'N' DO RIFLES
The only 'sound effects' toy guns with four separate sounds.
No winding, no cocking, just pull the trigger and hear those
amazing sounds. Choose from Military or Western version.
Battery not included By Louis Marx. Reg. price $7.98 ea.

MIGHTY MIKE TRUCK
A super handful of power.... with a full 6-wheel drive. It's

$494 es.

offisassousesteuemuiessolosses
Cheracol
Capsules

Upjohn

• Three expectorants help dissolve
congestion
•Contains no narcotics or antihistamine
• sale even tor
•
Iwo year olds •
• Delicious wild
cherry flavor
'Used Os direct( d

fo temporary relief of minor symp
toms due to the common co/d.

$149
EVANS DRUG CO.
24 CAPSULES

EVANS DRUG CO.
"CLAMBAKE" Soon!

le

by McFeatfars

S
E
I RWC/479- 2:
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asssaysaiteantes

Minor aches, pains,
headaches, stuffy
nose dim to the
common cold

Thursday, November 23, 1967

a climb-action-traction truck that performs like a tank.
Metalized parts shine like chrome. Works on 1 "0" battery
hot included). By Remco. Reg. price $5.98
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9x 12
7x12
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Elvis — In

LITRICTLY BUSINESS

FOR THE
MAN WHO HAS
"EVERYTHING"

Elbow Room
OTTAWA — On the average.,
there are only five Canadians
to the square mile — compared
with 50 in the United States and
918 in the Netherlands.

TANDEM PRODUCTION

aVAKONE YOU LOW
spaso.or

RH TON, Ky., Nov. 13-Several ordinances %vele passed to
conform with the -new building
code recently approved by the
city commission ar :i meeting
this week at the Fulton City
Hall.
Under the more stringent
building code now in effect,
owners of rental property will
be required to purchase an annual occupancy permit at a cost
of five dollars, such permit to
be granted only after inspection
of the property by the building
inspector. J. Wesley Richardson
was named to this position, with
his compensation set at 50 per
cent of all fees collected.
Also specified is the charge for
demolition of buildings and
changes in building permit fees.
Changes were made in the
occupation license governing
pin-ball machines, "juke boxes,"
cigarette machines which are
Included in another ordinance.
Jim Hufft of Hufft Engineering Company appeared before
the commission with cost estimates of the laying of utility
lines to the new Holiday Inn.
No official action was taken
pending further study.
Clint Reed also appeared before the commission to protest
the city ordinance prohibiting
the establishment of house trailers in residential sections. He
was referred to the Planning
and Zoning Commission.

Fulton, Ky.
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CARDS & TAGS
t $722
/
2" lone. PA' high, 8- wide. By Tonka.
shock absorbing pads. 181
6 rolls of assortReg. price $8.9
ed Christmas patterns over 500"
long and an assortment of apIMMAIMIIIIIIMOVIMMUMRINUMEOMIIIIIMIM74111101161MINSIMIMIiiiimaiuliviGivaiMMAMMEI]
.
propriate holiday
tags and cards.
•
By Dennison. Reg.
price $1 49.
ROAD RACE SET
special

99c

New 2 in I Race 'N Drag Road Race Set. Sets up as road race
or a drag strip. Complete with 2 cars, 2 extra body shells, ti555
power pack, track, drag racing and road racing accessories 4
and instructions. By Eldon. Reg. price $23.95
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- _Electric Can Openers - - - - Electric Can Opeders With Knife Sharpener
-=1'9 Cup Electric Percolators
E. Steam and Dry Iron
Hoover Vacuum Cleaners
Electric Blankets Double Bed Size

• -$8.88
- *'5.88
.88
$36.88
- $12.50
•

- - te09.95
- -$138.88
- - t199.95
- $154.88
- R68.88
-$189.95
- 079.95
- - $38.88

14 Cubic Foot Refrigerator Freezer
Magic Chef Electric Range Magic
. Chef Dishwasher - :'-15 Cubic Foot Admiral Freezer
GE Solid State Stereo Wood Cabinets
Solid State Portable Record Players -

ustang realir Moves'
ged high impbdt plas
Ian To operate, )ust
d sit down Ooinplete
able plastic saddle
of ad)ustable our
ouis Marx Reg. price
special

$1388

.Magazine Racks
8inokers ...Pule Lamps

....flassocks

Wide Hall Runner Carpet
Bed Pillows Largo Size - '
7Viberglass liar Stools - - - Ar-trawer Maple Chest •-. -. -Large Bookcase - Glass Doors

RIAGE
LEER
-sturdy, wi•th big,
pping bag for rnirket
able canopy, tubular
and
I.
e
61skalkAG
betutifui
Made of a
inyl with adjustable
visor. Tubular handle,
eels and brake. By
Reg. price $7.98 ea

• Maple Deacons Bench
Firepitice Screens & Sets :Pool tables
Boys or Girls Banana Biies • Large Basset Framed Plate Mlistioes -

E5.08
0.88
- -6.88
-58e a foot
- $288 A Pair
-$10.95
- - i„0.6.50
- -7$36.50
- -$29.95
- - 09;95

-

$88.811
$38.88
$29.95

so

BRAIDED 27 x 54
6 x 9 Feet - Nylon
0 ft el. fi inches x 11 feet,
inchgs -; Viscose
ir feel.6 inches x ii feet, inches - Nylon'
9 x 12 Tweed Rugs - ViscOse
7x12 Tweed Rugs Nylon
IARtE SELECTION CARPET REMLETS REDUCED 50 FIER CENT

PRINT :31.7."1.).3ZD

OVER 75 2 PIECE LIVING ROOM

SUITES

OUR 14ToL1i -= AS MUCH AS Ad PER CENT OFF

DINING ROOM
7 Pieee Solid Oak - Taw -6 Chairs
4 Piece Maple Table 4 chairs
8 Piece Walnut r Table - China - 6 Chairs
8 Piece Italian Peovincial - Table Nlapie Corner China
thitish Maple Drop Leaf Table
Tell City Solid Maple pitting Choate;
ODD SOLID MAPLE DINING CHAIRS - ONE-HALF PRICE

BED ROOM
bouble bress011, lied Cheat, Walnut
$109.95
Double Dresser, Bed, Chest - Cedar
$179.95
Triple Drest‘et, Beds Cheat .= Solid Mutt
$344.50
Dresser, Bed, Chest, Night 13tatid - French Phitincitil - - - $259.95
OVER 25 BED ROOM SU1TEg TO UlOtAlg FROM -

Full Size Box Springs 50 Per Cent OFF
Mattress and Box Springs - - Mattress and Box Springs - 10 Year Guaranteed
Orthopedic Type Malittsit ohti Dot Spring -

lc55
Si

year
choice

2 Piece Stiff Bed Sillies Vinyl
2 Piece Early American Brown Tweed
2 Piece Eatiy American Sofa Bed
2 Piece Eat-Iy American Wine or Green Tiveed
2 Piece Early American Tangerine
2 Mee Gold Traditional ------2 Pitee Ofeeti Vtench Provineial -2 Piece _Gold 'fedeh Provineial

- $1811
- $27:50
- $24.50
- Ni.50
- p14.811
- $38.88

Cane Skit It Bilk Rocket-a
Tell City Solid Maple I16ckers
Cricket IlOckers
Reclining Chairs
Traditional Swivel Chairs

- - $12.50$34.50
U7.95
$39.95

a

Marinate BBQ Steaks In tieer
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THE GIRLS

"11,041." W

33 burley auction centers
KENTUCKY BURLEY TOBACCO is being received at
season which opens Nov. 28.
sales
burley
the
for
preparation
in
state
the
around
number one cash crop
The State Agriculture Department estimates the state's
pounds.
million
will total 383.2
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BY CORNELIUS R. STAN PUS.
MEAN BIBLE SOCIETY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60635
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ANTIQUINO
MADE EASY
WITH MARTIN SENOUR
PROVINCIAL COLOR GLAZE
Easy as ''paint, glaze, wipe"
to turn a marred, scarred attic
relic into a handsome antique,
a decorator accent,piece! With
Martin Senour's Provincial
Color Glaze you don't even
remove varnish or old stain.
Forget about scars and
-scratches. Just paint, glaze,
wipe. Authentic antique colors
-six to choose from, Antique
White, Old-World Olive, Spanish Gold, Medici Blue, Provincial Pink, Roman Red. Create
a grainy or marbleized or tortoise shell finish. You're the
decorator. Search out the attic,
buy a bargain at a second-hand
store or an unfinished piece...
and Antique it!
Everything you need is right
in the kit!

MARTIN SENOUR PAINTS

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
472-1533

207 Commercial
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Everett Loses
Over 80 Pounds
And Feels Fine
- Rep.
WASHINGTON
Robert A. "Fats" Everett, I).
Tenn,, isn't the man he was a
few short weeks ago- not by 86
pounds.
That's how much he has lost
In just a little over three weeks
on a special diet.
There's still considerable of
him left- some 277 pounds,
Everett, biggest and one of the
most jovial and popular members of the House, entered Be.
Hospital three
thesda Naval
weeks ago to recover from a bad
cold and a touch of penumonia.
His physicians suggested he remain for diet treatment. He did.
"I came in at 363 pounds." he
said. "This morning I weighed
In at 277-that's a loss of more
than 80 pounds. I haven't felt so
well in years,"
Everett said he will leave the
hospital over the weekend and
be back In his office Monday.
After losing all that weight,
will he have to buy new clothes/
"Gosh no," said Eats. "I
never throw any of my clothes
away. I've got 'em to fit any
weight from 250 pounds to 375

pounds."
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Prime quality steaks, as every backyard chef knows, grill ti,
utter perfection (Net charcoal. But prime meats are both rarr
cuts
and costly for regular use. However the more economical
in
treated with a proper marinade, can rival the choicest stook
flavor, juiciness and tenderness.
For steaks that will be charcoal grilled, by far the best
marinade is beer. Men who've taken over the summer cooking
chores for years can attest that a seasoned beer or ale marinade
adds a
penetrates the meat with a tenderizing influence - and
delicious, subtle flavor.
with•
complete
It's easy, too, because what BBQ meal is ever
out a plentiful supply of the thirst-quenching amber brew?
Beer Marinated Steaks
6 individual steaks, cut thick
2 onions. sliced
1/2 clove garlic, minced
cup salad oil
1 (12-oz.) can of beer. about
Early in the day, lay steaks in a single layer in a shallow pan.
Arrange onion slices on top. Add garlic to oil and dribble over
steaks. Pour on enough beer to -completely cover meat. Let
marinate several hours. When ready to cook, remove steaks and
grill to taste over white-hot charcoal, brushing with marinade
during cooking. Yield: 6 servings.

"When I started out the door. he cried."

BLACKWELL'S
SHOE OUTLET STORE
- - On Sale All This Week - One Counter Dress and Casual Shoes$5.88 To $9.88
Reg. Price

Now - 2 Pair For ... $5.00
WE WILL BE OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY
FROM -1 P. M. To 6 P. M.

siuestion:

I am 27 years of age.
Can I volunteer tor service through
the draft Lstard'
Answer: Current rtvilations pre
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Located--1 mile from South Fulton City Limits
On Martin Highway

P. H. HIRSCH & CO.
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NEWS OF SI.:i.E.CTIVE SERVICE
Question: After a short term in
the Air Force I was discharged
for misconduct. What will be my

Ladies Slips

Ladies Stretch Denims

-Regularly $2.00
-Full and half Size
-100% Nylon Tricot

(SLIM JIMS)

draft classification?
Answer: Since you are not acceptable for induction into the Army
under current standards, your lo-

- Assorted Colors
Blue, Berry, Brown
Light Blue

cal board may consider you for a
classification of I -Y.

Reg. $3.00
•

Question: I am an active member
of the military reserve. I am interested as serving as a local
boacd member in my county.
Please inform me whether I can
qualify for appointment.
Answer: Under the present Selective Service Act, a local board
member must be between the ages
of 30 and 75, a citizen and resident in the area of the county in
which the local board is located.
Membership in the military reserve prohibits appointment as a
local board member. However,
yO-O may serve as an advisor to
registrants. If you are interested
in becoming an uncompensated advisor to registrants, you should
contact the State Director, 220
Steele it., Frankfort, Ky., for
further information.

The Dewey Johnson Insurance Agency
Is proud to announce Don F. Laney as manager of the Life and
Health Division of the agency.
Compare our rates with any others in the business on life or
health. We will place business for anyone writing insurance on
special cases of hard to issue policies.
All of our health policies are guaranteed renewable - non cancellable.
Compare our policies on life insurance for the lowest rates available on any type of life insurance policy.
AGE

AMOUNT

PREMIUM

1 - 15

$10,000

$25.00 per year

15 - 23

$10.000

$30.00 per year

The only insurance company writing term insurance for children.

Contact -- Don F. Laney
At The Dewey Johnson Insurance' Agency.
Home 472-2662
Office 472-3503

$1.67

$2.67

Con

eas

Men's Sport Shirts
-Long Sleeves- Assorted Collars
- Assorted Collars
-Solids Plaids, Stripes
- Regularly $4.00

$3.22

Health and Beauty Aid
SPECIALS
55c Bufferin
67c Colgate
Toothpaste
63c Listerine
63c Gillette Foamy
Shaving Cream

Ladies Flats

Juvenile
Patchwork
QUILTS

-One Rack
-Values To $5.00

$6.00 Values

$1.50

$4.00

and $2.00
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ASTRO-SONIC STEREO
...the most
magnificent
way to enjoy
BEAUTIFUL
MUSIC
in your home
3

Mediterranean furniture inspired by old world Spanish designs. $
permit easy moving. Library space stores over 65 records.
casters
swivel
ed
Conceal
30-Watts undistorted music power output.

The Espanol—Astro-Sonic model 3704 in superbly crafted

Advanced Magnavox acoustical system—in all models—
projectiwunca from balk the.ainft sides and front;
extends Th rifling sterjallpa ratilIPAV the vet! Width-of
your room. Early American Astro-Sonic mOdel 3701 with
30-Watts undistorted music power; stdrage for over 70
records, on concealed swivel casters.

Revolutionary Magnavox Astro-Sonic Stereo surpasses
all other achievements in the re-creation of sound!
Superior in every respect, an Astro-Sonic brings you the
full beauty of music—with unequaled tonal dimensions and
fidelity—from your records, exciting Stereo FM, drift-free
and noise-free Monaural FM and powerful AM Radio. This
superb performance is maintained with lasting reliability
because advanced Solid-State Circuitry replaces tubes,eliminates component-damaging heat. The fabulously accurate
Micromatic Player with Diamond Stylus—eliminates pitch

distortion, also banishes record and stylus wear so your
records can last a lifetime. Other exclusive features such
as two High-Efficiency 15" Bass Woofers plus two 1000
cycle Exponential Treble Horns(with the equivalent acoustical efficiency of 20 treble cone speakers)—provide remarkable tonal purity and realism. Select from over 30 beautiful
Astro-Sonic models—each authentic style a fine furniture
masterpiece you'll admire for years!

the magnificent

Convenient gliding top panels—in all models—give
easiest access to record player and all controls without
disturbing your top-of-set accessories. This elegant
Contemporary Astro-Sonic model 3700 with 30-Watts
undistorted music power, also has storage area for
over 95 of your favorite records.

$298"
only
Magnavox costs you less—because it is the
semajor brand sold directly to only a few carefully
are no
lected fine stores in each community. There
"middleman" costs! Beautiful Italian Provincial Astromusic
Sonic model 3602 with 15-Watts undistorted
conpower, two High•Efficiency 12" Bass Woofers;
records.
50
over
for
area
storage
venient

Select from over 225 exciting Home Entertainment VALUES!

$15950
Compact solid-state stereo phonograph—ideal
wherever space is a problem. Detachable legs permit use on tables, shelves, in bookcases. French
Provincial model 3002 with four speakers,20-Watts
undistorted music power; also lets your records
last a lifetime! Your choice of four fine furniture
styles. With Stereo FM/AM Radio—$198.50.

$3495

$9990
Magnavox solid-state portables—also
bring you a vast improvement in the recreation of music. You must hear them to
appreciate them. Model 244 banishes
discernible record and stylus wear! It is
one of many highly reliable solid-state
stereo models priced from only $39.90.

Versatile, compact COLOR TV—model 516
is proof that fine color viewing needn't be
expensive! 176 sq. in. rectangular screen.
Detachable legs make it perfect on shelves,
in bookcases. Mobile Cart optionally available. Come in today, choose from over 40
authentic Color console styles.

1,

WADE TELEVISION
West Parkway, Fulton, Ky.
1-8

472 - 3462

50

Fulton, Ky.
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Union City Residents Elated

AWRT Golden Mike Award Presentation
Mrs. Doris Freeman, account
executive and broadcaster of
WDXI radio in Jackson, was
presented with the Golden Mike
Award of American Women in
Radio and Television, Inc. for
the Southern area at the group's
three-day fall conference held
recently in Charleston, S. C.
The award, a symbol of distinguished performance in communications was presented by
the organization's national president, Mrs. Krin Kolzhauser, of
Goodwin; Dannenbaum, Littman
and Wingfield Inc. of Houston,
Tex. at the plenary banquet attended by more than 150 delegates.
The Golden Mike Awards for
women in radio and television,
originally sponsored by McCall's
Magazine and presented annually for 15 years at the AWRT
national ronventions, were discontinued several years. This
year the tribute has been revived as an AWRT sponsored
program which every year will
honor one member in each of
the organization's seven geographical areas.
Any AWRT member representing any category of the organization's membership is
eligible for consideration of the
award if her contributions command the respect of her associates in broadcasting and allied
fields. Selections for the various
areas are made by a nationwide
panel of judges chosen by the
organization's board. None of
the judges are members of the
national AWBA and allied fields
but represent educators and exNutives in the field of comnunications.
Mrs. Freeman, the first AWRT
member to receive the award

Mrs. Hester Kyler, president of the Nashville chapter of American Women in Radio
and Television Inc., Mrs. Doris Freeman of Jackson, member of the Southern area of
AWRT, and Mrs. Ann Chace of Birmingham, Ala., area vice president of AWRT covering nine states, pose with the Golden Mike Award presented Mrs. Freeman at the
recent AWRT conference for the Southern area held recently in Charleston, S. C.
for the Southern area under the
new concept, was chosen on the
basis of her contributions covering a broad spectrum of community service both in broadcasting and as an individual.
Her career in radio began at
age seven. In 1947 she created
her own character, "Cousin

Tuny" for the Farm and Home
Hour on WDXI, and 1955, it
was translated by WDXI-TV as
a children's program. She has
participated in many telethons
for charitable organizations and
has been active in the American Cancer Society, American
Red Cross, Heart Association.

National Brands
AT

GREAT SAVINGS
PRICES EFFECTIVE NOV. 20 THRU DEC. 2

REG.
51.59

NEW

HAIRCOLORING
• FASTER
10 MINUTE TIMING
• SPECIAL
CREME CONDITIONER
• SHAMPOO EASYWON'T
WASH OUT

ONLY

$119

FAMILY SIZE

59t

EXTRA LARGE

554

$3 35 VALUE
Reg. .
$1.19

REG. $1.49 ONLY

INSTANT SHAVE BY
COLGATE

3FOR $1.00
Colgate Tooth Brushes
4
$1.00
REG. 79C

BAYER
CHILDREN'S ASPIRINS
COPE FOR WOMEN
MEASURIN TABLETS
for pain relief.
Stops Headaches

69t

ONLY

$3,53

RUGS APPROX. SIZE 9x12
LIMITED SUPPLY

NORELCO RADIO TRANSISTOR
WAS $22.95

$14.88

MASTRO SNARE DRUM SET
ONLY

$14.45

1 We Car

coin]

99c

51.00 GIFT SET 73C
$1.50 GIFT SET 89C
51.60 GIFT SET $1.09

S2.10 GIFT SET
51.10 GIFT SET

1 COAI

-

$1.39
79t

HE

4 Pipes,

e
era. et

GILLETTE

- i!lExchan!
4

FOAMY
SHAVE

89t

SPECIAL!
BUY!

ONLY

89C

4'

CI

Cornmer

89c

SPECIAL!
BUY!

SPECIAL BARGAIN SMASHERS!!!
REPEATED BY REQUEST
COLGATE

GERITOL LIQUID SALE:
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4 Oz.

$1.25

12 Oz.
24 Oz.

SALE PRICE

79c

$2.98

SA LE PRICE

$1.89

$5.69

SALE PRICE

$3.19

GERITOL TABLETS SALE:
SA LE PRICE
$2.98

$1.89

80's

40's

180's

FLEET WING PORTABLE BY

REMINGTON
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES

ONLY

$119.00

$69.85

Family Size
95/ Value Only 59/

Hw

79/ VALUE ONLY 4
$5.00

SALE PRICE

$3.19

$10.00

SALE PRICE

$6.29

COLGATE TOOTH
BRUSHES 69/
VALUES 4 for

-

simr,

16's

$1.23

SA LE PRICE

89

32's

$2.00

SA LE PRICE

$1.39

72's

$2.98

SALE PRICE

$2.19

COLGATE INSTANT

124's

$4.98

SALE PRICE

$3.29

SHAVE 79/ VALUE :

SUPER SIZE PEPSODENT
TOOTH PASTE SALE!
Reg. $1.29 SAVE 60/ SALE PRICE 69/
SHICK TRAVEL KITS Reg. $1.98 Only
-

$1.27

SHICK BAND RAZORS Reg. $2.95 Only $1.59
GILLETTE TRAVEL KITS 99/ Value Only 69/

VISIT OUR TOY DEPT.
SHOP EARLY - GIFTS OF ALL KINDS.

TOOTHPASTE
STOCK UP NOV.

KING SIZE

SOMINEX SALE:

$2.77

Fulton

MENNEN'S GIFT SET

$1.29

REG.

$10.88

PIECE KITCHEN TOOL SET

WADI

ONLY

88c

$8.15
TUDOR ELECTRIC BASKETBALL GAME

New chest c
drawers
Two foam
•
and ma'
twin be,
Old-f•shiont
cabinet
Two uptsols
Odd 2-piece
suites,
Living roon
R•frigerato
Linoleum
yard; vinyl
floor, $2.25
Corn• in and
have lots of
timed!

REG. 51.29

ONLY

GLENBROOK LABS
SPECIAL BUYS ON

LARGE SIZE

*Ps

#650

#575

754

TACKLE_

ONLY

99t

FAMILY SIZE

FAMILY srzE REG. $1.59
ONLY 69C
LARGE SIZE REG. $1.09
ON I y

FASTEETH
,

Toni Hair Colors CHECK THESE BARGAINS
REG. $2.25 ONLY
$1.49 TUDOR ELECTRIC BASEBALL GAME
LYSOL SPRAY

USED I
BA1

I

Reg $1.74
VALUE

REG. 51/29
ONLY

The 257 acr
Harry Roney,
northwest of
II mile wes
Sealed bids v
this property
December 15,
the right to ro
bids to the ofl
Ccunity Judc
lucky, 42031.

Glelin/2.21,4

WHITE RAIN SHAMPOO
REG.
ONLY 69'
$1.00
WHiTE RAIN HAIR SPRAY
REG.
$1.49
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West State Line

availability, the unlimited supply of economical water fix*
private wells, three major railroad links, airport facilities,
housing and education conaider
ations.
Rudder said a Goodyear evai
nation team had surveyed the
resources of dozens of potential
sites before Union City finally
was chosen.
"The city's excellent industrial atmosnhPro th^ drive and
determination of its Industrial
Development Board and the enthusiasm of its civic leaders convinced us that Union City is a
community of people who enjoy
their work lind take pride in
their accomplishments," he said.
Rudder particularly cited- the
influence of Ellington, Alexander, Elam, Rippy, Frizzell and
William Heaclet. executive .s.e.
retary ot the Chatncter of Commerce, in bringing about Goodyear's favorable decision for the
Union City site.
The plant wills be Goodyear's
100th production facility worldwide and its 49th in the United
States. The company's sales
reached almost $2.5 billion last
year and are expected to top
that figure in 1967.
Gov. Buford Ellington today lauded Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company's annoubcement of a huge plant in Uninn
City and said its impact "will
be felt all across the state."
The governor, who participated in the negotiations to
obtain the plant for Tennessee, said the decision represented "an expression of confidence in our people and our
Industrial climate" and would
aid Tennessee in attracting
other manufacturing facilities
I. the future.

played a big role in bringing
us together for this announcement today."
Rudder said the single-story
plant will employ more than 500
persons in the manufacture of
17,500 passenger car tires a day,
and will contain more than 27
acres of floor space over its
length of nearly half-a-mile.
Limited production is scheduled to begin before the end of
1968.
Union City Mayor James L.
Rippy said the announcement
would bring fulfillment of a
dream the community has had
for a long time-"the utilization
in our own area of our most
precious commodity - manpower."
Rippy said the town lost about
5,000 citizens during the 1950s
because jobs "just were not
available" to support all the
people of the area. But we
learned the hard way," he said,
"and we now bend over backwards to attract industry to our
growing community."
Lease Equipment
Col. Tom F. Elam, attorney
and chairman of the Industrial
Development Board, said the
plant and equipment will be
leased from Union City through
a $46 million industrial revenue
bond issue.
The proposed authorization
for the bond issue also will provide for $54 million in additional
financing for future expansion,
Elam said.
City Manager David Frizzell
said the abundance and adaptability of the area's labor force
had been a great drawing power during negotiations for the
plant.
Frizzell said other important
factors included TVA electric
power ditaritoitinn. natural gas

ANEWI

DISCOUNT

NO FEE,
NO STAMPS -

AWRT is a non-profit professional organization of women
working as broadcasters, executives, administrators and creative personnel in radio, televisio n, broadcast-advertising
and closely allied fields. It was
established in 1951 to provide a
medium for communication and
exchange of ideas and now
boasts 45 chapters throughout
the country with a total membership of 1900.

United Cerebral Palsy, Easter
Seals and March of Dimes.
A mother of four children,
Mrs. Freeman is also active in
her local Chamber of Commerce
and the American Legion Auxiliary, and her weekly schedule
includes hospital visits to entertain patients.

FULTON

INNOCENT
COLOR

Union City - The 9,000 residents of this Northwest Tennessee community are "walking on
air'' today following Monday's
$100 million industrial windfall.
The town still finds it hard to
beieve that Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., the world's largest
tire and rubber firm, has chosen
a 593-acre site here for the location of the largest and most
modern plant the company has
.?tor undertaken as a single
construction project.
Walter H. Rudder, Goodyear's
executive vice president and director, announced the selection
:n Union City Monday and said
7onstruetion of the company's
first Tennessee production facility would begin in about six
weeks, or sooner, if weather
permits.
The Goodyear executive lauded the cooperation the company
had received from state officials during the seven-month period when various sites were
being considered.
"We are especially appreciative of the help rendered by
Gov. Bu ford Ellington and
James H. Alexander, state director of industrial development," he said. "These two

iPidton, Ky.

SOFT PUFFS 260's

69/ Value

LIMITED SUPPLY

sh

3 for $1.00
Limited Supply
CALM DEOD. .
2
$1.00 VALUEj'
ONLY 7ille
VO5 SHAMPOO

.

Only 39/

79 Count BANDAIDS 79/ Value Only 49/
BODY SET HAIR SPRAY Reg. $1.39 Only 99/

Reg. $149 ONLY 7*
CALETTE
FOAM SHAVE

MUM SPRAY DEOD. Reg. $1.09 Only 77/

Reg. $1.29

RADAR RAT PELLETS Reg. $3.00 Only 69/

-CdsILY 99/

ea

lated

:FlUlton, Ky.
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fbit SALE: 85 acrt farm. se%en
• room brick house with bath, full
basement. Four-inch plastic
well.
, On .blacktop road, nine miles
south.
spat of Fulton. Mrs. V. C.
Simpson,
• Vulton Route 5. Phone
Latham,
Join , 799-1347.

U.S. Civil Service
Tests!

FARM FOR SALE:
: The 257 acre farm of the
late
Harry Roney, located five miles
northwest of Clinton, Kentucky,
Vs mile west of Highway 58.
Sealed bids will be accepted on
this property until 12:00 noon,
'December 15, 1967. We reserve
tho right to reject all bids. Send
bids to the office of the Hickman
ccunty Judge, Clinton, Ken.
lucky, 42031.
Eugene Roney
George Roney
Elizabeth Bailey

I

fillIAIFIP21.1.411
,
41.
4
/
411211:~411,41,4

1
'
1

b

4

LETTE

MY
AVE

5 Acres, modern two bedroom
home, located 5 miles North of Fulton, WILL SELL OR CONSIDER
YOUR PRESENT PROPERTY IN
ON TRADE, UP OR DOWN, RE•
CENTLY RENOVATED, VACANT
AND READY. (air conditioned,
built in oven and range)
$6500.00,
47 Acres bottom land, located
dose to Moscow, good corn base,
Hickman County no buildings or
buildings sites
$6,000.00.
132 Acres, adjoins Fulton Airport,
one of Fulton County' top farms
Blacktop on three sides, good house,
gcod fences
$500.00 per acre.
ON TENNESSEE SIDE, three
bedroom brick home, desipatio, air
conditioned, vacant and ready,
$13,500.00 (has good loan that can
be assumed).
70 Acres land located just off Pea
Ridge Road, good for tree planting
hunting or camping
$3500.00.
61 Acres,i located 9 miles north of
Fulton, (on 45 Highway) small
house
acres cropland 5 acres
Hogfenced, ideal cattle operation
Will sell complete with tractor
plows, mower, corn planter and al
equipment. Will consider any kind
of trade.
- CALL -

WICK SMITH

1

Complete Line Of

FOR SALE:

40

Furniture Store
Phone 472-3421

We Carry A

1
1
1

%,k

-

1
%
S
Pipes, elbows, damp. 1
en, stove boards
k

k

Furniture 1

?1 Exchange
Company

1

t

Commerci•I Ave; Fulton

Tvt'O'll very many people realize
'
I 4 that the famous novelist, the
late William Faulkner, believed
that the only_solution to the socalled "Negro
problem" in
America rested
with the Negro
community itself. Faulkner
contended that
the Negro must
earn his equality.
In a letter to
his former Negro butler, Mr.
Dr. Kershrier Paul E. Pollard,
in reply to a request from Pollard for a donation to the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
Faulkner, who was well known
for his liberal position on many
issues, set forth his position in
these words: "Any social justice
and equality which is compelled
to your people by nothing but
law and police force will vanish
as soon as the police force is removed,unless the individual members of your race have earned
the right of it. As I see it, your
people must earn by being individually responsible to bear it,
the freedom and equality they

GOOD USED
FURNITURE

BROKER
PHONE 477-1212 FULTON, KY.

4
1 COAL and GAS I Don't Make A Move
--- Without Calling
,1
HEATERS
472-2363

% - _ALSO

; WE HAVE GOODBUYERS lookfor real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee; phone 479 .1651.

A Sensible Solution

'New chest of drawers, 4
drawers, maple finish $19,95
Two foam rubber mattresses
and matching box springs,
twin bed size - $15 each set
Old-fashioned kitchen
cabinet
$10.00
- Two upholstered rockers
$6.00
Odd 2.piece living room
suites,
$10 up
jiving room chair
$19.95
'Refrigerators,
$15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, 51.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Come in and browse around; wa
have lots of bargains not •dver•
tisecal

C
%

WANTED AT ONCE-Dealer to
supply consumers with Rawleigh
Products in Fulton Co. or City of
Fulton. Experience unnecessary.
Write Rawleigh, Dept. KYK1071-80, Freeport, Ill.

IT'S UP TO YOU

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS

Fulton

S1.39
79t

HELP WANTED

Men and worien 18 and older.
ATLANTIC Wood and coal heat
Thousands of secure jobs open.
thermostat-controlled.
ExHigh starting pay. Short hours. ers,
change Furniture Company, Fultoix.
Advancement, sick pay and retirement benefits. Preparatory training as long as required. Experience
usually unnecessary. Grade school
education often stiff:dent. FREE
inf)rmaCon on jobs, salaries, reBy
quirementrt. Write TODAY giving
name, age, adcires'.:, ahone, present
finnan! t.Kershner,L.H.D.
employment. National Training Institute, Dept. 104, P. 0. Box 9218,
Memphis, Tenn. 38109.

WADE'S USED

9:
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Male or Female:

unlimited 'appeal water fro0
ree major railrport facilities,
cation consider
Goodyear evai
d surveyed the
ens of potential
ion City finally
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Gillum Trans. & Stge., Inc.
116 Plain Street
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Office Hours:
9:00 a. m. to 12:00 Noon,
1:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. in.
Monday through Friday
Agent, Atlas Van Lines
WORLD - WIDE
MOVING SERVICE

,

Breakfast room suites, $9.95 oP
Dining tables
StUdi0
.
$
$122
1:5°
50 ()
up
!)
2-Piece living rum
suites
$12.50 up

WESTVAC()
Sending 2
To Wickliffe

wont and should have."
Faulkner concluded his letter
with the following statement of
his position: "A. I see it, if the
people of your race are to have
-quality and justice as human
beings in our culture, the majority of them have got to be
changed completely from the way
they now act. Since they are a
minority, they must behave better than white people. They must
be more responsible, more honest, more moral, more industrious, more literate and educated.
They, not the law, have got to
compel the white people to say,
'Please come and be equal with
us.' If the individual Negro does
not do this by getting himself
educated and trained in responsibility and morality, there will
be more and more trouble between the two races."
If more of our modern liberals
would share the position of the
late William Faulkner on the
question of Negro equality, perhaps American Negroes could be
encouraged to place more emphasis on self-improvement rather
than on rioting, looting, burning
and making big demands of our
political leaders.

tially produce 350 tons per day
of printing and business papers
on one of the largest and fastest
white paper machines in the

WICKLIFFE, Ky.-David G.
McMaster and Almon W. Wheeler have teen named to head
paper mill operations at West
Virginia Pulp and Paper Company's new mill being constructed near here. The announcement was made today by R. L
Sharp, mill manager.
McMaster was appointed general paper mill superintendent.
He will be relieved of his current duties at the company's
Charleston. S.C. mill in the near
future to begin his new assignment.
Wheeler, who was named
paper mill superintendent, will
continue in that capacity at Tyrone, Pa., mill, phasing into his
new duties over the next few
months. Both men will be transferred to Wickliffe when construction of the new paper machine reaches an appropriate
stage.
The new $80 million mill here
is the largest single project in
WESTVACO's history. It will ml-

Long-term sentences for rioters .and looters to work at restoring the property they have
damaged might be a very useful
technique for overcoming such
senseless waste. Extra long sentences should be meted out to
those who foment the lawlessness
and wanton destruction of useful
property. If these men were made
to realize how long it takes and
how much sweat is involved in
restoring what they so quickly

You
'
ll find your

BRAND
of vacation fun

at the

ZESERT

nun

. . amid a tropical setting of
swaying palms, sunny skies,
and clear blue waters.
Spacious, colorful
"accommodations.
friendly hospitality.
and a multitude of
outstanding features, including• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby
• Private white sand Beach
.
e F
Frre
rv
ater Swimming Pool
esehw
„. Shuffleboard

• COFFEE POT-for snacks or
•s
piD
isnEN NUGGET-for cocktail
m
GiO
epaL

• GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• 24-hr. Phone Service
CLUB-for hearty dining
STAMPEDE ROOM . . . West Coast Florida's largest
Nite Spot ... featuring LENNY DEE, top Decca recording artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly.

destroyed, it might bring them
to a sober realization of the folly
of their acts. Any simpleton
should know that we can't have
more by destroying some of the
wealth already in existence.
Short jail sentences and more relief are of no avail in teaching
the rioters and looters the facts
of life. A long term of hiird labor
might prove to be far more effective.

•E

All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. Write for colorful brochor• THE

DESERT S "on the gulf" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD
RANCH
ST. PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA

THE NEXT TIME YOU
SIT NEXT TO SOMEONE
READING THE NEWS.
BORROW

Chifferobes
$14.50 up
Electric refrigerators $19.50 up
Rockers, occasional chairs
•
$4.95 and up
Unfinished new desk and
chair

$21.50

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Commercial

HOSPITAL nws

HAPPENING_
.
szTHE NEWS IS WHAT'S slippy

Jotings%Local

BIRTHDAY

472-1533

VrAIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIVAIIIIIIMPWIWA

G. $1.29
NLY

world. Production Is scheduled
to begin in mid-1970, with a second paper machine to be added
in the future.

From

liews

j°9S

T:Edito
L:e:f9
Tax Problems ...
117"611 C
1313°134ifti'LJ.!.

9c

mo. 0. •

Poole & Sumner

SW

Notebook
PictureFrompeople

LGATE
H PASTE
K UP NOW!
Ily Size

•
DdCk The Clock.::

Seed & Grain Company

-

ue Only 59/

Hwy. 239

G SIZE

Route No. 4

Clinton, Ky.

ANSWEWsporisNe

I TAX aursTioNs

s
Ed•
it 0w
Lais

Want Quick Results'
Buy A Shopper Want Ad

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
43, ism Carer nisi&

•McCONNELL NEWS
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •

UE ONLY
TE TOOTH

i
ala

PHONE- 653-5101 - CLINTON, KY.

HES 69C

• CAYCE NEWS
Miss

B

137 Mrs'
111140801 Westbrook

4 for $1.0 •

611fteft

r.4

DUREDom
°ZeNEws

GOV EDINA" T. 1°t"C ITT

Clariee BeDriarant

TNUT GLADE

By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
D SUPPLY
E INSTANT
79C VALUE
r 51.00

Our seed cleaner is now in operation and we
can clean your Lespedeza and Seed Beans on a
short advance notice.

ed Supply

0 VALU,Ei
LY ,
796

We are paying top 1ooa1 prices for your Soy.
neans.

1-1‘ MPOO

LEM:

LY 99/

1(entacky
--

by Miss Jessie Orgain

:

There are a few huihel of Seed Wheat left
for the farmer who hasli't seeded his wheat.
Come bv or call its.

ORION COUNTY

people Introducing Our Churches -

neeav

readership. One reason
your advertising is so effective in

THE NE $

fallow

Joe Martin,
County Agent
Union City, Tenn,

Editorial enterprise like this builds superior

9 ONLY 79c:

. $1.29

IlLibrory C011151tir
Eighth In A Series

M DEOD.

I SHAVE

FULTON'S

e4
7410
41

v.',

AM
PltrOR

SUBSCRIBE TO IT

Fulton, Ky.
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PORK

ROUND

STEAK

PICNIC

LB

lb 59c
lb. 49c SLICED BACON
2-oz. Size
TENDER LEAN
BEEF PATTIES
10 For
lb. 59c PORK PATTIES
lb. 39c PORK STEAK
REELFOOT
VEAL PATTIES $100
lb. 59c FRANKS 12-oz. pkg. 45c Chuck Wagon Pattie
U. S. Choice Corn Fed
lb. 29c BOSTON BUTTS

lb. 69c BRISKET STEW

ROUND ROAST

U.S. CHOICE - SHORT

U. S. CHOICE BONELESS

lk 89c RIB STEW

RUMP ROAST

NICE TENDER

U.S. CHOICE

lb. $1.19 _ PORK CUTLETS

MINUTE, STEAK
HOME MADE

RIB
STEAKS

COUNTRY
LIL
AGE
SAUS
GREAT - N -BEANS I c
Lb. $ 99
25 Bag 2.

Limit
1
Please

4k BISCUITS

COKES
PEPSI

REELFOOT

LARD
4 lb. carton 59c

ALLEN'S

300 Size Can

KREY

(Limit 3 Please)

tm
uknile
oo
sidee ooi
th

LB.
I PEANUT
21/21b. nn
C
UVC
Jar

2-oz. can
/
141

anti-s
jl
$100 1
TION
Since
marl
worth
valuai
less a

JERGENS

$100

CARTON

,e the
lated 1

300 Size Can 14VI-ow-

ALLEN'S

Reg.or King
Size

2-oz.
/
300 Size Can 141

10c NAVY BEANS
300 Size Can
ALLEN'S
141/2-oz.
lk GREAT - N- BEANS
L'ir.,:ct

NOTrVOTEO

PUBL
is a co

CLEARFIELD

•
16-os. Pepsi Not Included

$1.00 PINTO,BEANS
CHILI 15-oz. cans 3for 300
Size
2 Can
/
151
POINTER
EYE PEAie Can
DOG FOOD 13 cans $1.00
NABISCO - PREMIUM

WESSON OIL
40-oz. bottle 89c

fi
to ch
nana

4k BATH SOAP bath size 10c ea.
5 lbs. $1.00 ASPARAGUS
PILGRIM FARM
6 cans 49c BANANA PEPPERS qt. 4k cillifliSE SPREAD 2lb. box 89c

HYDE PARK

LUNCHEON MEAT

in thi
contr
count
brarz
the
]
the
sure

ai• 211.....111•101••••••••••

WALLA WHOPPER

5for $1.00 OLEO

MOB.

1.13
CAN

._

LITTLE ANDY

4-oz. can

SOUTHERN

Joni

HOUISER VALLEY

NICE LEAN PORK

U.S. CHOICE

HEEL OF

-USAGE
SI
AB

(Whole)

FRESH

U.S. CHOICE CORN FED

-T
that ti
my wi
agains

AMER-CHEESE
5 lb. box $2.89

ALLEN'S

somelike

school
petitio
for mc
sewer

2-oz.
/
300 Size Can 141

10c TURNIP GREENS Can
300 Size
ALLEN'S
2-oz.
/
141
10c MUSTARD GREENS

lk
2-oz.
/
141

he au.s
tbecm

lk

PATRICIAN -

2 please

to sum
go
ions
tciatn

travel!

PAPER -TOWELS

CRACKERS 2

Nev
Adc

New Super Strength- 2 Rolls Per Pkg.

3 pkgs.. $1.00

-

RADIANCE ROSE

FARM CREST

2-oz. Pkgs.
/
81

STALEY'E

24-oz. Bottle

STEELE'S

(whole and cut)

303 Size

45c SWEET POTATOES 2for 25c
4 for $1.11 WAFFLE SYRUP
5 lb.bag 49c COOKIES
Ot. Bottle
NEW MIRACLE BLEACH
SEVEN SEAS
8-oz.
4 .Por
GODCHAUX
1 lb box
14-oz. Bottle
LIBBY'S
69c
TOMATO CATSUP 2for 49c POWDERED SUGAR 2for 3k Creamy French Dressing $1.00 LIGHTNING WHITE
FLOUR

WHIPPED MIRACLE
(6 Sticks Per Pound)

U.

MARGARINE
3 lbs. $1.00

We Reserve
The Right To Limit
Quantities
None Sold To Dealers
LOSED ALL DAY THANKSGIVING (Thursday

tlA
em its TO
soup
1Oö1 Bananas
Limit
4
Please

SO

PATRICIAN

FACIAL TISSUE
(2oo Two-Ply)

4 boxes 2.00

CAN

GOLDEN RIPE

FULTON, TENNESSEE

EC AMES AN° 50

SUPER MARKET

LB.

1

Bring Your No. 3
Quality Stamp Coupons.
Good For 300 Free
Quality Stamps
emmis

(

Legislatio
year makes
program p
lease of so
according
Chairman,
tion and Cc
mittee. The
cured, dark
sun-cured b
The Chair
as the majc
fer by sale,
visions of th
kinds of tot
I. Transfe
sale, lease,
made from
farm in the
or not the
sidered to
farm. Allot
not exceed :
three kinds.
lotted for e;
any farm al
lease or by
50 percent co.
cropland.
2. Transfe
of his farm
by him) ma:
porary.
3. A lease
as 5 years.(
leases were
4. Allotm
ferred may I
tobacco fron
on the recei.
ceiving farm
its prior allo
5. Where
another far
the reeeivin
within 3 yea
bacco allotm
a farm, that
ble for a ne
years follow

